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Art Center Dedicated
Rollins College President Dr.
Jack B. Critchfield has announced
that the College dedicated the
$1.2 million George D. and
Harriet W. Cornell Fine Arts
Center on January 29, 1978, at
3:00 p.m.
"I am happy to be a member of
the campus community associated with this fine and muchneeded
facility,"
Critchfield
stated. "I am sure it means
continued excellence in our fine
arts program and it is a facility
the entire Central Florida community can share and point to
with pride."
Located at the east end of Holt
Avenue on the College campus,
the Cornell Fine Arts Center will
provide all facilities for the
College Art and Creative Arts
Departments, and an
Art
Museum.

Through the courtesy of Mrs.
Joan B. Wavell, Administrator,
most of the following information
was obtained from the catalogue
being distributed in conjunction
with the opening of the Cornell
Fine Arts Center.
In 1925, Dr. Hamilton Holt,
then President of the College,
began an art collection on the
Campus, by encouraging gifts of
works of art for display at the
College. Among the important
works acquired in these early
years was the painting Madonna
and Child Enthroned by Cosimo
Roselli, a gift of the Samuel H.
Kress Foundation in 1936.
A landmark event in the
artistic life of the campus
occurred in 1941 with the opening
of the Morse Gallery of Art, a gift
of Jeannette Morse Genius in
memory of her grandfather,
Charles Hosmer Morse. This was
to become the focus of a growing
art collection under the direction
and enthusiasm of Dr. Hugh F.
McKean, President and Chancellor (Er.eritus) 1951-1976. For a
time the Museum was expanded
to include the Museum of Living
Art, opened in 1960, in former
President Holt's residence on
Interlachen Avenue.
Continued Pg. 3

Spend a Weekend
With Old Friends
by William R. Gordon '51

George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Fine Arts Center

"President" Prospecting
by Cary Kresge, '66
With the resignation of President Jack B. Critchfield, the
Board of Trustees formed the
Presidential Search Committee,
whose specific goal is locating
candidates to be reviewed by the
trustees to fill the vacancy. A
homogeneous committee constituting the facets of Rollins was
felt to be most desirable.
The committee consists of four
trustees - Joseph Guernsey
(Chairman of the Committee),
Marilyn Mennello, Dick McPherson, and John Tiedke; while
from the faculty we have Dr.
Erich Blossey, Dr. Charles
Edmondson (Vice Chairman of
the Committee), Dr. Elinor Miller
and Dr. Karl Peters. The students have two excellent representatives in Carter Beese and
Peggy Mahaffey. I am representing the Alumni, and the
college's legal counsel Dick
Trismen is the balance of the
Committee.
We have actively pursued all
avenues available in our "prospective" for candidates including

advertising in the New York
Times, "Education Section," and
the Chronicle of Higher Education: solicitation to both the
Parent and Alumni groups, and
individuals who might have top
flight
contacts
in
higher
education.

■ABW
Gary Kresge, '66

"Reunion" is a special time for
all college graduates and "Reunion '78" at Rollins is a- very
special time for our alumni. It is
the time when the college opens
the campus to welcome back old
grads, young grads and middle
age grads. It is a time for wild
story telling, revisiting old
haunts, seeing good friends and
talking with favorite professors.
Reunion '78 is scheduled for
March 10,11,12 with all events to
be held on campus. A special
seminar for alumni and students
focusing on "careers" will be held
on Friday afternoon, March 10.
The theme of this first annual
seminar is "The Liberal Arts and
My Career." The seminar will be
held at the A. G. Bush Science
Center starting at 2:00 p.m.
Friday evening at 7:00 p.m. a
reception will be held for the
acting president in the garden of
the new Cornell Art Center. The
Galleries of the Center will be
open for viewing. It will be a
marvelous opportunity for alumni
to view the College's Art collection. Several fraternities and
sororities will host "open house"
parties for returning alumni. This
is a chance to relive the "good old
days." A visit to the college Pub
will bring back the nostalgia of
Harper's and Robby's.
The first "ever" Athletic
Breakfast will be a great breakfast treat as only Gail Harris, '46,
can arrange. The '78 Sports Hall
of Fame inductees will be introduced and the Alumni Service
Award will be given, posthumously to Col. George W.
Johnson, '50. George is being
recognized for his many years of
service to the Association and for
his untiring work on the development of the Sports Hall of Fame.
The Association intends to
make the Athletic Breakfast an
annual affair for all former
Continued Pg. 12

From the Desk of;

William R. Gordon '51
Job Assistance Needed
Do you remember how difficult
it was to get that first job? Today
our graduates are having a
difficult time finding positions
which suit their talents and skills.
The job market is overflowing
with talented people.
There are two major concerns
of the students nearing graduation. One is the job market itself;
the other is the fear of being
"underemployed - doing something less than you are capable of
dong." These concerns are real.
These concerns are not being
given "lip service" by students;
students are actively putting
pressure on the institution and
its placement office to assist
them in finding jobs.
Several years ago the Association operated a program called
"Something Extra for Seniors." It
was designed to bring alumni, as
resource persons, capable of
assisting students in the process
of contacting and arranging interviews with prospective employers, into contact with students expressing an interest in
seeking employment with the
alums company. There were no
job promises made, it was strictly
an act of personal assistance to a
Rollins student asking for a little
help.
Dr. Alzo J. Reddick, Director
of Placement and Mr. William R.
Gordon, Director of Alumni
Affairs are asking for volunteers
from the ranks of the entire
alumni constituency. They ask
that if you are interested in being
a "resource person" for the
placement program, please contact the Alumni Office. (305)
646-2266 or Box 2736, Rollins
College, Winter Park, Florida
32789.
Career Seminar
The "kickoff' event of reunion
weekend will be a career seminar
involving alumni, faculty and
students. The theme of our first
annual seminar i^ "The Liberal
Arts and My Career." Approximately twenty-five alumni from
selected occupations, businesses

and professions will meet with
students to discuss career opportunities, career selection, job
market condition, job placement,
etc.
Corporate Matching Gifts
"Would you like to DOUBLE
the value of your gift to education, specifically Rollins College?"
Yes, you would. Well, you can if
you work for a company offering
a MATCHED GIFT program.
The program works very simply.
- First, you make a contribution
to Rollins College. Then, you
secure a form from the appropriate person at your firm (usually
the personnel or community
relations officer) to be completed
by you and verified by the alumni
office. This form is sent to the
firms corporate headquarters.
The firm then sends the matched
gift to the college and you, the
donor, are credited with securing
these funds as a personal
contribution.
I bring this to your attention
because many alumni (we estimate some four to five hundred)
are not taking advantage of the
opportunity to secure these available funds for their alma mater.
Four years ago when I assumed the position of Director of
Alumni Affairs, the Association
was receipting approximately 20
corporate matched gifts a year.
Last year we recorded over 100
corporate matched gifts amounting to riearly $18,000. We have
made a strong effort to secure
these matching contributions
through an office procedure
which reviews each gift received
and the donors file as to the
donor's employer. If the donor is
employed by one of the over 700
participating companies, we informed the donor of the opportunity to secure a match - to
DOUBLE the gift.
Unfortunately, we do not have
knowledge of every alums employment status. Therefore, we
are asking each alum to inquire as
to their company's policy on
matching employees contribu-
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tions to colleges. If you know
your company (firm) will match
your gift to Rollins, please take
advantage of the opportunity to
secure these available funds for
Rollins. Double Your Dollars.
Fund Appeals
I am a little perplexed. Why?
Well, sometimes I cannot completely understand why we receive such a moderate response
to our fund appeals.
I know we are offering an
excellent product - "the support
of higher educational opportunities to those who seek quality
educational experiences." The
product has been used by our
constituents. All alumni seemed
to have benefited from it with
little or no ill effects.
We are not trying to sell
alumni all sorts of products and
services. We are selling only one Rollins College.
It is worth the money! You can
ask yourself as a consumer. Did I
benefit from my educational
experiences at Rollins College?
The answer, of course, is "Yes."
There may be some reason or
reasons why you do not wish to
join the thousands of other
alumni who support Rollins, but,
honestly, I can't think of what
they may be!
Letter to the Editor
December 6, 1977
Mr. BUI Gordon
Director Alumni Affairs
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
Dear Mr. Gordon:
Last time I wrote to you I was
working for Billie Jean King in
World Team Tennis Properties.
Presently, I am employed as
Director of Ticket Operations for
the Golden Gaters, The San
Francisco based world team
tennis franchise. I am thoroughly
enjoying my work in sports as I
did when I was more of a
participant during my years at
Rollins (1971-75).

I spoke with Hollis Stacy '76
yesterday (former KKG and
Rollins student as you remember)
and was excited to hear she has
just been named Player of the
Year for the LPGA and is also up
for good sportsmanship award for
the year (Bobby Jones award).
Nice to know how well former
Rollins attendees are doing so I
thought I would pass along the
word to you. On members of my
own class of '75: Bev Buckley, '75
will be playing on the futures
tour again this winter as will
Nancy Yeargin ('77) and both will
be staying with me the first week
of January during the futures of
northern
California;
Kathy
Schumaker, '75 was visiting me
during Thanksgiving and has a
super job with CBS as Director of
Sports Research for their Chicago office... I'm still trying to
convince her to make the big
move out west to California so we
can get some more Rollins grads
in the bay area. By the way, Bill,
is there indeed an Alumni
Chapter out here? I do see Cheryl
Benson often and she is still with
the Hyatt Regency in Convention
Planning and was married over
the summer — so it was a great
opportunity to see Karen and
Peter Alfond, '75 after they had
just tied the knot as well.
If you see Dean Pease or Ginny
Mack around the campus, please
do give them my best regards. I
am sorry to hear Dr. Chritchfield
will no longer be with Rollins...
sure hope a worthy replacement
is found. I certainly enjoyed
working with him during my four
years at Rollins.
I hope to make it back for the
fifth year reunion in 1980 and I
will certainly try to help out in
any way I can. My alumni
donation will be forthcoming
before the end of the month also.
Best regards
Janey Marks

Rollins College prohibits and rejects any discrimination based on race,
sex, color, creed, national origin, and religion in the selection and admission of students. Applicants can be fully assured of admission solely
on the basis of their academic achievements and qualifications.
Further, the practice of discrimination on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, national origin, and religion is prohibited in all programs
and activities at Rollins College.
The Rollins College Alumni Record, Publishers #470-060, is published
quarterly, Fall, Winter, Spring and Summer by the Rollins College
Alumni Association, Winter Park, Florida 32789, and distributed to
graduates, former students, seniors and Friends of Rollins College.
All communications and POD Forms 3579 should be sent to Rollins
College, Box 2736, Winter Park, Florida 32789. Second-class postage
paid at Winter Park, Florida 32789.
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Dr. Critchfield thanks Mrs. Harriet Cornell as Mr. George Cornell and Dr. Darrah look on.

Art Center Cont.

In response to the pressing
need both to rehouse the Art
Department and provide storage
facilities for the College's growing collection the Cornell Fine
Arts Center was designed in
1975-76 at the direction of President Jack B. Critchfield and the
Board of Trustees. On a beautifully landscaped lakeside setting
the Cornell Fine Arts Center was
constructed incorporating and
expanding the Morse Gallery of
Art in the North Wing, and in the
South Wing providing a spacious
new home for the Art Department and the School of Continuing Education's Creative Art
Department.
Funding for this fine addition
to the Rollins College Campus

was provided by the generosity
of George D. ('35) and Harriet W.
Cornell, for whom the Fine Arts
Center is named. Other major
contributors were Augusta Yust
Hume ('39), Rose P. Skillman,
Jessie Ball duPont, Frank M. ('41)
and Ruth Hubbard and Jeannette
Genius McKean. The building
was designed to conform to the
prevailing architectural style of
the Campus by Philip A.
Crannell, Jr., AIA, Vice President of the architectural firm of
Gee and Jenson, West Palm
Beach, Florida and the construction was by McCree Design and
Construction, Inc. of Orlando,
Florida. The landscaping was by
Ronald Wilson of Poole and
Fuller, Winter Park, Florida.

Wireman to Head
Queens College
Courtesy of Rollins Public Relations Dept.

Dr. Billy 0. Wireman, Dean of
the Rollins College Roy E.
Crummer School of Finance and
Business Administration since >
June of 1977, has accepted
appointment as President of
Queens College in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Dr. Wireman,
who served as president of
Eckerd College (Fla.) prior to his
Rollins appointment, will assume
his new position at Queens
College upon release from his
present position by the Rollins
College Board of Trustees.
When making the announcement of his resignation, Dr.
Wireman said, "I have enjoyed
my association with Rollins College and have found the past
several months to be very
rewarding. I am especially grateful to the faculty of the Crummer
Business School for their help and
support in making my stay an
enjoyable one."
Regarding his new position
Wireman offered, "I was made a
very attractive offer from the
Queens Board of Trustees and I
look forward to making signifi-

cant contributions to the overall
structure and goals of the
College." Queens College is a four
year women's college which has
an enrollment of approximately
700 students.

The facilities available to the
Art Department in the new
building include specially equipped painting, sculpture and printmaking studios, faculty offices, a
slide library, and classrooms
designed for use with projectors.
A separate area is set aside for
weaving and other programs of
the Creative Arts Department.
The art museum now consists
of the Jeannette Genius McKean
Gallery, the Yust Gallery, two
other exhibit rooms and office
space, together with an extensive
storage area, fitted with hanging
racks and storage space for
paintings and other art works.
The entire complex has a sophisticated system of lighting, security, and fire and temperature
controls to provide optimum
conditions for the care, storage
and display of works of art.
Under the leadership of Dr.
and Mrs. Hugh F. McKean, the
College has acquired an important collection of European and
American paintings,
French
bronzes, prints and the decorative arts. These works have been
donated to the College over the
last fifty years by many benefactors
including
especially
George H. Sullivan and John C.
('42) and June R. ('41) Myers, Jr.
and family.
The opening exhibit consists of
selections from the College permanent collection. In the Yust
Gallery are exhibited representative American XVHIc and XIXc
landscapes and portraits and in
the Jeannette Genius McKean
Gallery, European paintings from
the XVc through XXc. The Smith

Watch Key Collection is on
display in the South Gallery
together with Hamilton Holt's
collection of portraits and signatures of the Presidents of the
United States.
The focal point of the Yust
Gallery (also known as the
American Gallery), is the recently restored and most beautiful portrait of Annie Russell,
which may be remembered by
many alumni as having hung in
the Theatre at one time. The
portrait has been a part of the
collection since 1938.
Some sixty works of art in the
Rollins collection, which had
fallen into disrepair, have been
restored in anticipation of new
facilities in which they could be
permanently housed under controlled conditions.
Gratitude is due President
Critchfield and the Board of
Trustees for their planning and
execution of this important facility and to Dr. and Mrs. Hugh F.
McKean for their vision and
efforts in securing for the enjoyment of future generations of
Floridians the important artistic
heritage represented in the
Rollins College art collection.
A warm invitation is extended
by the staff of the Cornell Fine
Arts Center to all alumni and
friends visiting the area to visit
the facilities and enjoy not only
the fine collection of art to be
presented, but also the beauty of
the grounds surrounding the
buildings. The Center will be
open year around. Be sure to stop
in when you visit the campus!

Christmas in the Chapel
by Dean Arnold Wettstein
The annual Christmas Vespers
Service in Knowles Memorial
Chapel stands in a Rollins tradition that goes back as far as
anyone has records. We may
assume that even before the
present Chapel was completed,
special Christmas programs had
been offered in the Chapel on the
second floor of Knowles Hall or
before that, in the first Knowles
Chapel dedicated in 1886 and
serving as a center for worship
until it was destroyed by fire in
1909. In any case, since the
dedication of the present Chapel
in 1932 and the inauguration of a
full choir program, special Christmas music has been presented
each year. We have evidence that
in 1937, the Chapel Choir, readers
and ushers all travelled to
Jacksonville to present the
unique service developed at
Rollins.
Special music by the Choir and
the participation of students and
faculty in the service have long
been features, along with the
singing of "Silent Night" as the
star is lighted. The readings and
anthems took on the form of the
current Lessons and Carols Service in 1960. Each year new and
traditional materials are coordinated as "we read and mark in
Holy Scripture the tale of the
loving purposes of God", and
celebrate them in song. Four
services are now offered with
cards of admission distributed for
each well in advance. Brass and
string ensembles join organ and
choir, readers, candlebearers,
ushers, and those who install the
creche, the trees, decorations and
star, a total of some 170 persons,
enabling us each year in heart
and mind "to go even unto
Bethlehem, to see this thing
which is come to pass."

Alex Anderson directing choir and ensemble.

Chapel Choir Excels
Of course, one of the most
outstanding features of the
Christmas program this year or
any year is the Rollins College
Chapel Choir, under the direction
of Dr. Alex Anderson. The sixty
voice group composed mostly of
students, with a scattering of
faculty and alumni, performs
weekly at the Sunday Chapel
Service. However, one of the
highlights of the year for the
choir is the Christmas performance.
Some of the pieces performed
for this years program included
not only Dutch, Scottish, English
and French traditional carols, but
for the Invocation Bach's Contata
No. 140 - No. 1 Chorus, and for
Benediction, No. 7 Chorals from
Cantata No. 140.

Violins add to the beauty of the occasion

This was an expecially exciting
year for those involved in the
performance as it was taped by
Channel 6 T.V. and broadcast by
that station on two occasions
during the holidays.
In late December Professor
Anderson visited his native Scotland to make arrangements for a
concert tour scheduled for June

of this year. This will be the
second such tour the group has
taken, in the summer of '75 they
made a trip to Poland. Throughout the year, in addition to the
regular Music in the Chapel
Series, Sunday Chapel Services
and special concerts, the choir
makes
several
appearances
around the state.
Of special interest right now is
a benefit concert to be given on
March 26, to raise funds for the
trip to Scotland. The theme of the
concert will be Music by Mozart.
Two of the soloists for this
concert will be Mr. Ward Woodbury, Jr. '75 and Polly Miller
Woodbury.
Many members of the Chapel
Choir are also gifted instrumentalists and often are featured
with accompaning orchestras
when the choir gives concerts.
The Christmas Service is one
of, if not the most popular and
well attended functions Rollins
offers the Central Florida community. This years performances
(four in all) were presented to
capacity crowds with more requests for tickets than could be
met.
Though the choir is made up of
mostly music majors, anyone is
welcome to audition and become
a part of this outstanding and
dedicated group.

Heavens View of Christmas Celebration

Campus Ministry Active at Rollins
By Jim Murray
The purpose of the United
Campus Ministry Team is to
provide a spiritual and religious
presence on campus; and to
encourage continued involvement
with the source of one's religious
tradition. We also attempt to
meet the needs of students and
faculty individually and/or collectively in a caring, loving
manner by being attentive to
their personal, psychological and
academic needs.
In attempting to become this
presence and help meet these
needs, the United Campus Ministry provides: a non-denominational worship service on Sundays;
Mass
on
Saturday
evenings; Jewish high holiday
services, through the help of the
Jewish Student League, and
transportation to other Protestant and Jewish services. There is
an opportunity for interdenominational and personal sharing of
prayer, faith and Scripture,
Wednesday evenings at Search.
There is also a Jewish-Christian
Dialogue class which provides
reflection and discussion of the
beliefs, traditions and history of
these religious traditions. The
members of the Campus Ministry
Team are also available for
spiritual and personal counseling.
The team directs the Personal
Development Center which provides counseling in the areas of
testing, graduate school admissions and applications, job placement, and resume' writing. The
United Campus Ministry also
sponsors seminars in human
sexuality, works with the Rollins
College World Hunger Program
and participates in the alcohol
education program on campus.
The members of the United

Campus Ministry Team are Dean
Arnold
Wettstein,
Sister
Kathleen Gibney, Rabbi Larry
Halpern, Rev. John Langfitt,
Father Steve Macher, and Pat
and Jim Murray. First and
foremost is their personal presence in the lives of the students,
faculty, staff and administrators
of the Rollins College Community. From sitting on academic and
college life committees to working with students creating their
own academic, personal and
spiritual living experiences; from
chatting over coffee to being
present to console and minister to
a student as he learns of a death
in the family; the members of the
team are part of everyday life at
Rollins.
The theme for this years
Campus Ministry efforts is "Getting In Touch." In addition to the
previously mentioned on going
involvement with the campus,
the team began the academic
year with a lakeside candlelight
service to announce the theme of
the year and welcome back the
students. There has been an
Ocean Retreat at New Smyrna
Beach and a canoe trip down the
Wekiva River. We have had
Bagel Brunches sponsored by he
Jewish Student League, and a
Fast for World Hunger. There
began a tradition of trimming the
Campus Christmas Tree, with
carols and wassail, with the help
of students, faculty, the Chapel
Choir and the Rollins Club, and of
course, participation in the
annual Christmas Vespers in the
Chapel.
Presently,
Dean
Wettstein is directing a Winter
Term trip to Israel.
Still to come is a backpacking
trip in the Ocala Forest, a Blue

Students join World Hunger Program

Canoeing on the Wekiva River

Grass Festival,
over services
treat. And all
create a space

Easter and Passand another rein an effort to
and a time

to be Touched
To move off-dead Center
(but not from My center)
To move and take my center
with me
(my strengths, my needs, my
caring for me.)
A willingness to move to you
to you
and take We
with Me;
Being Me
allowing We
it takes such little effort
to reach
into (and touch)
another human being
[from "I Touch The Earth, The
Earth Touches Me."]

First Annual Tree Trimming

Sr. Kate Honored
Ten women involved in campus
ministry have been cited for
outstanding service to that apostolate during the annual meeting
of dioceasan directors of campus
ministry, held this year in New
Orleans.
At the annual Newman banquet which highlighted the twoday business meeting and program on evangelization of young
adults, each of the women
received framed lithographs of
Cardinal John Henry Newman
with citations.
Among the campus ministers
honored were two who are well
known throughout the Diocese of
Orlando: Sister Kathleen Gibney,
SUSC, who ministers on the
campus of Rollins College in
Winter Park, and Sister Dorothy
Dawes, OP, who served the
Orlando diocese at Rollins, Valencia Community College and
Florida Technological University
until her return to the Diocese of
Lafayette, La. last year.

Sister Kate Gibney

Search Cont.

As a result of these efforts we
have had, at time of this writing,
approximately 160 names submitted in the form of resume and
nomination which is the "grist"
for our weekly meetings where
we cull the ranks.
Our target for late winter is to
have a very strong group of 25
potentials to quickly work down
to a select three to five.
It's a painfully slow process for
all of us as our standards are high
and our interest is to find these
candidates today! In reality we
believe our candidates will probably be happily employed and it
will not only take time to find
them, but time to convince them
to "throw their hat in the ring."
Our desire is to proffer to the
trustees three or four candidates
whose credentials and personality will be so outstanding as to
make the decision of who will be
the next President most difficult.

Rosemary Neff

Neff Scholarship
Established
A scholarship fund in memory
of Rosemary Neff, longtime Assistant Director of S.C.E., has
been established by the School of
Continuing Education of Rollins
College. The Rosemary Neff
Scholarship Fund will be largely
a student administered program
and will be utilized to assist
needy evening students with the
only condition being that loan
recipients return the loan to the
fund when and if they can.
Graduates of the SCE are encouraged to contribute to this
newly established financial aid
program. Checks should be made
payable to Rollins College Rosemary
Neff
Scholarship
Fund. Your contribution may be
mailed to Rollins College Alumni
Association, Box 2736, Rollins
College or to Richard K.
Bommelje, School of Continuing
Education, Box 2725, Rollins
College.

"Where Will Our Students
Come From in 1985?"
On September 6, 1977, Mr.
William Hartog, Director of Admissions for Rollins College,
addressed the faculty and administration. The address was entitled "Where will our students
come from in 1985?" and was
intended to inform and awaken
the Rollins family to a cause for
genuine concern for the future of
this institution at a time, when
from all outward appearances
and statistics, we could easily be
lulled
into
a
dangerous
complacency.
Before considering the question, "Where Will We Find the
Students in 1985?", we all must
be aware that certain idiosyncrasies of our student population
will not change.
The class which will enter in
September, 1985, will be very
similar in an academic sense to
currently enrolled students. They
will basically matriculate from
the same secondary schools and
from the same geographic locations. They will come from
similar economic backgrounds
and they will possess many of the
same interests and vocational
desires. The problem for Rollins
College, then, centers not on
"where" they will be, but rather,
accurately
predicting
"how
many" will apply and matriculate,
and understanding "why."
After reading many of the
current forecasts for private
higher education, it seems as
though many educators are apparantly contemplating how to go
about closing their college with
grace and style, or how to merge
with a neighboring college, or
how to become part of the state
system. Rollins College will not
need to consider any of the above
in the forseeable future, but
Rollins College totally, not just
the Admissions Office, will have
to plan more thoroughly in the
future than has been the case in
the past. It will be necessary, for
instance, for the College to have
long range enrollment plans and
appropriate decremental budgeting. It will be necessary for this
institution to develop profiles of
present and past students. It will
be imperative that we all know
why our students decide to
attend, stay, and leave. It will be
important for all to understand
why students are initially motivated to investigate this institution. The College will have to
question its Alumni in order to
correlate their present status and
thus determine their degree of
loyalty. It will be necessary as
well for the institution to poll its
parents, its students, its personnel, its Trustees, and its friends
as to their perceptions and it will
be necessary for all to consider
demographic and other statistical
studies which are available and
which are immensely valuable in
the planning process.
Colleges which survive in the
80's will not only have to
understand the above aspects but
also understand the total system

of American higher education,
the number of students in the
available pool,
locally and
nationally, their range of abilities, their financial resources, the
availability of Federal and State
Financial Aid Programs, and the
overall alignment of independent
and public systems. As we all
become better informed about
the National picture and its
trends, we will then be required
to insist that our policies at
Rollins adequately reflect reality.
It will be the responsibility of all
to help galvanize our administration, the Board of Trustees, the
State Legislature, and our institutional
representatives
in
National Associations and in
Federal Government.

Unfortunately, nothing is more
unlikely. Only the most naive
faculty members and administrators will permit themselves to
rely upon the false security of
near
maximum
enrollment.
Demographic studies show that
the number of high school graduates, although currently the
largest in U.S. History, will take
a 23.8% drop from 1976 to 1990.
The problem, however, goes
deeper than demography. Consumerism, earlier directed at the
corporate world, has extended
into many other areas, including
higher education. If there are
important differences between
the corporate and college worlds,
there are also similarities. The
cost of higher education is high

After reading many of the current forecasts for private higher
education, it seems as though many educators are apparently
contemplating how to go about closing their college with grace and
style, or how to merge with a neighboring college, or how to
become part of the state system. Rollins College will not need to
consider any of the above in the forseeable future, but Rollins
College totally, not just the Admissions Office, will have to plan
more thoroughly in the future than has been the case in the past.
In the early 70's we were
worried how our enrollment
would be effected by the rising
movement away from the Liberal
Arts, the sinking economy, the
end of the draft, the fuel crisis,
and the surveys which predicted
that students would attend
schools closer to home. We
prospered during this period
when others failed largely because we possessed a distinctive
campus life style, were near a
population center, and were
located in a state which provided
tuition grants in meaningful
amounts for students who wished
to attend private institutions. In
addition, we accepted the fact
that programs such as Continuing
Education, and the funds which
were generated from such, were
necessary in order to be able to
afford some of the less profitable,
traditional liberal arts offerings.
Concurrently,
we
possessed
strong administrative leadership,
quality instruction, and a curriculum which offered the prospective student an enormously flexible program, without leaning too
far to either the right or left.
However, if Rollins expects to<
continue to prosper in the 80's, it
will have to add to these
achievements a significantly
larger endowment, it will have to
continue to work towards a
distinctive academic program, it
will have to create and properly
fund an office of institutional
research, and lastly, and most
importantly, it will have to
develop an infinitely stronger
counseling, career planning, and
placement service.
College enrollments remained
relatively stable during the past
academic year and the sighs of
relief can be heard from
campuses across the country.
Dormitory space and classes are
full and some college planners are
dreaming of automatic growth.

William M. Hartog, '69

and going higher and people are
questioning the visible benefits of
their investment. Few students
can afford the luxury of "education for education's sake." They
expect growth, the development
of marketable skills, and ability.
In short, the public has rapidly
begun to wonder whether or not
those values can be achieved
through a college education such
as ours.
Further Hartog says: "I do not
believe that is is our function to
guarantee job placement or graduate school admission, but I do
believe that we are obliged to at
least inform prospective students
and their parents about the kinds
of jobs and graduate school
possibilities which were at least
offered to our most recent
graduates. As the competition for
the full pay,
academically
qualified
student
becomes
severe, colleges which are better
able to understand their school,
and their students, will be the
ones who will comfortably
survive."
Continued Pg. 7

Students '85: Cont.

At this point in his address Mr.
Hartog produced some interesting and convincing arguments for
careful future planning in the
form of four charts. These charts
showed the correlation of student
S.A.T. scores and their family's
income and the bearing this
would have on the family's ability
to contribute towards the college
expenses.
The second and third tables
compared the cumulative distribution of high school graduates in
terms of aptitude and family
income in 1976 and 1984. The
figures revealed a drop of 25,000
students in the available pool of
students with the aptitudes and
family financial backing to be full
pay students at an institution
such as Rollins.
With the fourth table, Mr.
Hartog goes on to explain: "This
chart concerns itself with the
eight-state potential prospective
applicant pool, which ultimately
accounted for 306 of the 400
freshmen who will enter tomorrow. Here we were trying to
determine exactly how many of
the total graduates were realistically the kind who would be
interested in Rollins and able to
pay the full cost of tuition. At this
juncture please understand that
the income of a student's family
has had no bearing whatsoever
on our decisions to either accept
or reject an applicant. However,
if we wish to continue to award
need based financial assistance to
approximately 35% of our entering class, and I personally believe
that such is imperative, then it
also will be necessary for us to be
able to attract 65% who are both
qualified to succeed academically
and capable of paying the full
cost. Moving ahead with table
four, then, it was necessary for us
to go beyond considering the
total number of high school
graduates, concerning ourselves
with such variables as the

Dr. Hanna
number of high school graduates
who would actually enter higher
education, the number who would
sit for the Aptitude Test, the
number who would rank in the
top 2/5 of the high school
graduating class, and the number
who would matriculate from
families whose income was
greater than $30,000. The results
were staggering.
In Florida, for instance, where
84,773 students graduated this
past June, only 1,169 possessed
all of the variables generally
possessed by our student body.
In New York an original pool of
245,760 dissipated to a mere
3,934. The results are alarmingly
similar in all other states. Totally,
in fact, what was at the outset an
available pool of 906,415 in reality
offers only 15,628.
I have displayed these four
charts today not because I wish
to be a prophet of doom, for I am
not, but to simply alert you to the
fact that these are the kinds of
studies which the Admissions
Office will continue to conduct as
we prepare for the severe enrollment drop in the 1980's. Our
studies have revealed, thus far,
that the number of students
prosperous enough to pay the full
tuition at Rollins College and
academically able to do satisfactory work, is a miniscule
portion of the total high school
graduate population. Projecting
ahead, it clearly reveals that this
institution will not possibly succeed if it plans to enroll even the
same number of students in 1985
as it entered this year. The
applicant pool will just be too
small.
Concurrently, our studies have
revealed that any significant
increase in the composite cost of
an education here must be
accompanied by an appropriate
decrease in enrollment, if, in fact,
we wish to continue to attract the
same kind of quality student as

indicated by their verbal and
mathematical
aptitudes
and
secondary school performance.
To make one move without the
other, unless we are somehow
able to broaden and strengthen
our applicant pool, is to potentially spell the end of this institution
as it now exists. Therefore, this
institution's ability to adapt intelligently, quickly, and surefootedly in the immediate future
most probably will determine the
quality of its students, and its
programs, in 1985.
Hartog continued by explaining the responsibilities, programs
and research which will be
needed and which are being
planned by the admissions department to keep Rollins up to
it's present standard. However,
he concludes with the following
statement which puts the burden
of future prosperity of this
institution on all areas, not just
those we might normally consider
responsible at this time.
"In closing, during the next
eight years we all will be
expected to share in the responsibility of running and guiding this
institution. No one office, and no
one employee, administrator,
faculty member or staff member
can, by his or her own actions,
insure that Rollins will be as
strong in 1985 as it is today. If we
plan together, however, having
properly researched ourselves,
our programs, our students, our
alumni, and our public, then I am
confident that this institution will
prosper through the 80's, as it has
and will continue to do through
the 70's.*
Winston Churchill once said, and
I quote:
"Courage is what it takes to
stand up and speak:
Courage is what it takes to sit
down and listen."
At Rollins College between
now and 1985, we must do both."

Rollins Grad Returns from Malasia
Although she majored in
chemistry at Rollins College,
Christelle Harrod of Winter Park
had long been fascinated with
languages. So when she joined
the Peace Corps and was given
the choice of teaching science in
either English or a language
brand new to her, she spent little
time in reaching a decision.
The daughter of Mrs. Ingebord
R. Harrod of Winter Park, she
has been teaching math and
science in the Southeast Asian
country of Malaysia entirely in
the national language, Bahasa
Malaysia. The Peace Corps gave
her intensive training in the
language when she arrived in
Malaysia in October, 1975, and by
the following January she was
ready to step in front of a class
and teach in Bahasa Malaysia.
Miss Harrod teaches at a large
government secondary school in
the busy city of Kota Bharu, near
the Malaysian border with Thailand. Her students are all in form
four, roughly the equivalent of

the junior year of high school in
the United States.
In addition to a heavy classroom schedule, Miss Harrod
gives private tutoring three
nights a week to youngsters in
her neighborhood. She also has
started special Saturday English
classes for form five students she
had in her classes last year. Her
extra effort is "a way of repaying
hospitality to friends I have
here," she explains.
As a teacher in Malaysia, "it's
hard to get used to kids who are
so polite!" she exclaims. The

students leap to their feet, for
example, whenever she enters or
leaves the classroom. But at the
same time, they often ask her
questions that would be considered rude in the United States
such as how much she paid for a
blouse or how much money she
lives on.
Several of her students are
eager learners, she reports, but
many have never learned to think
for themselves because Ma
laysia's British-oriented education system stresses rote learning and memorization for exami-
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ChristeU Herrod, '75

Receives
Award of Merit
Dr. Alfred Jackson Hanna,
Vice President Emeritus of
Rollins College, has received the
American Association For State
and Local History's "Award of
Merit" as announced by Mr.
William T. Alderson, Director of
the Association.
"Dr. Hanna has received this
award as a result of his career
which has been devoted to the
study, collection and writing of
Florida History," said Alderson.
"He (Hanna) is to be congratulated for this much deserved
recognition for his contributions
in the field of state and local
history."
Dr. Hanna's current efforts
revolve around a Collection of
Floridiana which consists in large
part of books, monographs,
pamphlets, and maps of printed
materials relating to the State of
Florida. Some of the rare items in
the Collection are not duplicated
anywhere else in the world.
Covering a period of some four
and a half centuries, the
Floridiana Collection relates to
the 141 year history during which
Florida has been a part of the
United States.
The Tampa native is also
working on the Biography of
Captain Thomas Jefferson Page.
The book of the explorer and
diplomat is expected to be
completed in the near future.
A contributor to Encyclopedia
Americana and the Dictionaries
of
American
History
and
Biography, Dr. Hanna graduated
from Rollins College in 1917.
Following his graduation he
served his alma mater for six
decades as registrar, assistant to
the president, assistant treasurer, and first vice-president.
Dr. Hanna held the Weddell
Professor of History of the
America's Chair and served on
the Rollins faculty as Professor of
History.

nations rather than inquiry and
discussion.
"The kids feel I should spoonfeed them all the answers," she
says. "It's not so much the kids
themselves...it's
the
system
that's wrong."
Her Malaysian co-workers are
"really diligent teachers," she
reports, and the school is wellstocked with science equipment.
Although many Malaysian
government schools have adequate funds and equipment, the
country does not have enough
math and science teachers of its
own to meet the needs of the
growing secondary education system. At the government's request, Peace Corps volunteers
like Miss Harrod are filling in the
gaps in the classrooms until
Malaysian teachers are trained to
take their places.
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18 Seniors Chosen by Who's Who
The Rollins' candidates for
recognition in Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges have been
selected for 1977-78. They include:
J. Carter Beese, Jr., Charles
Cacciabeve, Jeremy C. Caldwell,
Karen E. Carow, John F. Durkee,
George F. "Grover" Gardner,
Luther P. Graham, Deborah E.
Hadaway, Tina M. Howard,
Michael G. Johnson, Roslyn A.
Lawson, William S. McCalmont,
Todd D. Munson, Susan P.
O'Donnell, Shawne K. Wickham,
Ward A. Woodbury, Jr., Mary
Louis "Sissy" Yount, Carole L.
DeMaio - School of Continuing
Education,
and James W.
Edwards - Patrick Branch.
These students are chosen for
this honor by a committee
comprised of administration and
faculty members on the basis of
scholarship, participation and
leadership in academic and co-

curricular activities after being
nominated by their peers.
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges is a prestigious, biographical volume that is published
yearly in an effort to provide a
lasting tribute to the student
leaders of today.
Since 1934, Who's Who has
furthered the aims of higher
education by rewarding and
recognizing individual, academic
excellence on a national level. It
is one of the most highly
regarded
and
long-standing
honors programs in the nation,
having earned overwhelming respect of college faculties and
administrations.
To provide tangible recognition
of the Who's Who honor, student
members are entitled to lifetime
use of the Reference/Placement

Service for the exclusive assistance of students seeking postgraduate employment.

Who's Who of '73
by William R. Gordon, '51
In the Fall of '72 eighteen
seniors received recognition as
'Who's Who" in the Class of '73.
Knowing that these eighteen
individuals were exceptional people, possessing great potential for
achievement, and that they were
available to use to survey, we
asked the '73 Who's Who'ers
several questions with the following results. (We received 9
replies)
ANDREA BOISSEY LYON: is
married to Randy Lyon, '71 and is
a fulltime mother to Andrew, age
2. Andrea is employed part time
at the Colony Shops in Sarasota,
Florida and is actively engaged as
a full time volunteer providing
services to: Sarasota Junior
League, Bent Tree Classic LPGA
tour event, fund raising committee chairperson for the Symphony Women's Assocaition, program chairman for the Chi
Omega Alumni, Vice-President of
the Sarasota Panhellenic Association and a member of the board
of the Asolo Theatre Women's
Guild. Andrea has not had time to
further her formal education. I
wonder why?
ELLEN "CISSIE" CALDWELL GURYmarried to Donald
Gury in 1974, they reside in
Boulder, Colorado. Ellen worked
for TWA as a flight attendant,
and is currently teaching kindergarten in Longmont, Colorado.
She received her M.A. in Elementary Education with a 3.96 point
average from the University of
Colorado. Ellen is a member of
the Advisory Board of Kappa
Kappa Gamma at the University
of Colorado and teaches Sunday
school in Boulder.
ELIZABETH
CHENEY
MICHEL: has two sons, Keith
Raymond, 3 1/2 and Grant
Peterson, 4 months. She lives in
Altamonte Springs, Florida with
her husband, Raymond J. Michel.
Liz is a professional actress and a

member of the Screen Actors
Guild having done commercial
work for T.V. and a film called
"The Lucifer Project". She is
active in both professional and
amatuer theater, locally, with
leads in Arsenic and Old Lace,
Dark at the Top of the Stairs,
Once Upon a Mattress, Sound of
Music and Picnic.
LAURA "Laurie" CRUTCHFIELD Nippert: married to
Alfred K. Nippert, Jr. in June
1974, their daughter, Mary
Bausch Nippert was born June
17, 1977. The family resides in
Cincinnati, Ohio where Laurie is
the co-founder, owner and manager of "Mr. Toad's Tree House", a
gift shop. Before entering the
world of business she taught the
4th and 5th grade at the College
Preparatory School in Cincinnati.
Besides a busy schedule as a
business woman, wife and
mother, Laurie is also heavily
involved in volunteer work. She
is a member of the Junior Service
League, on the Board of Trustees
of Home Aid Service to help the
elderly, a member of the Board of
Trustees of Seven Hills School,
President of the College Preparatory School Alumni Association
and active member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma Alumni Association, to memtion just a few of her
spare time activities!
JAMES A. EARHART: cur
rently living in San Antonio,
Texas, where he is a pediatric
intern at Brooke Army Medical
Center. Prior to entering medical
school at the University of South
Florida College of Medicine,
. where he graduated in 1977, Jim
taught Biology and Physics at
Merritt Island High School in
Merritt Island, Florida. Jim was
made a member of Alpha Omega
Alpha, Honor Medical Society.
He has been married for the past
41/2 years.
BARBARA
HENNING
BLEAKLY: married to Kenneth

(ieft to rightj Sissy Yount, Deb Hadaway, Shawne Wickham, Roslyn Lawson; Standing: (left to
right) Luther Graham, Karen Carow, Billy McCalmont, Mike Johnson, Todd Munson, Ward Woodbury;
Absent: Carter Beese, Charles Cacciabeve, Jeremy Caldwell, John Durkee, Grover Gardner, and Susan
O'Donnell.
Seated:

Bleakly also a 1973 Rollins grad.
They currently reside in Piscataway, New Jersey, where Barbara is assistant director of
Financial Aid at Farleigh Dickenson University. She is also
working toward her M.B.A. at
F.D.U. Kenneth is a doctoral
candidate in Urban Planning at
Rutgers. Barb received her Masters in Education from Rutgers in
1975.
ELEANOR
EUGENIA
KIBLER: currently living in Columbia, South Carolina and is
employed as a Public Relations
Specialist,
Richland
County
School District One. Since graduating from Rollins she has
worked in sales for W.C.A.C,
Inc. - T.V. and Radio Station in
Charleston, S.C. and for Chase
Manhattan Bank in New York
City. Eleanor is also a liscenced
real estate broker. She is presently making plans for an April
marriage to J. Hagood Elliston,
Jr., a stockbroker with Merrill
Lynch in Columbia.
RONALD M. SOLDO: married
Mary Ann Geiger, Rollins 1974,
and lives in North Wales, Pennsylvania. A son, Matthew Anthony, joined the Soldos in March
of 1977. Ron is Vice-President
and Finance officer of the Geiger
Corporation, largest distributers
of horticultural supplies in the US
Upon leaving Rollins, Ron attended Wharton Graduate Business
School, University of Pennsylvania and received his M.B.A. in
Finance/Accounting in May 1975.
He is a member of the Board of
Directors of the American Red
Cross, North Penn Chapter.
JAMES E. VASTY AN diving in
New York where he is employed
as Biology Editor for the college
division of McGraw-Hill Book
Company. Prior to joining the
company in New York, he was
field representative for two years
in San Francisco. Jim has taken
the Harvard-Radcliff Publishing
Procedures Course and is currently working toward his
M.B.A.

Central Florida
Scholarship
Continued
William M. Hartog, Director of
Admissions, announced the continuation of the Central Florida
Scholarship Program which annually awards $30,000 in scholarship grants to academically gifted
Central Florida students.
According to Director Hartog,
"The significant aspect of this
program is that financial need is
not a criterion for selection.
Awards are granted solely on the
basis of academic merit and
intended field of study."
Fifteen four-year scholarships,
of $2,000 per year including
Central Florida Remission, are
awarded annually to high school
and community college graduates
of outstanding academic ability
who attend as day students and
who intend to major in one of the
following fields: art, music,
theatre, english, foreign language, philosophy, history, political
science,
environmental
studies, biology, physics, chemistry, math, pre-engineering and
pre-med.
Selection," according to Mr.
Hartog Is based on the applicant's record of achievement,
supplemented by evaluations of
persons well acquainted with the
student's work. Scholastic Aptitude Test or Florida 12th Grade
Test scores, grade point average,
and rank in class will all be
considered, but may not be
determining factors in the award.
We are simply looking for outstanding students and will make
award without regard to race,
sex, religion, or financial need."
Deadline for application for
this program is February 1, 1978
and recipients will be notified on
March 1, 1978.

Microelectronics:
Present and Future
By Dr. Robert G. Carson
Coordinator of
Academic Computing
Many people have either heard
of or played the video game called
PONG which was first introduced
commercially about four years
ago (about the same time as the
pocket calculator). The initial cost
to establishments who could
afford them was around $12001500 including the TV console.
Today much more versatile
electronic "ping-pong" games
exist and can be purchased for as
little as $20 (excluding the TV
set). Note too that the simple
4-function calculators were initially over $100; presently, many
calculators with more functions
retail at under $6! What has
happened? Why so cheap? What
else can we expect in the future?
PONG games and calculators
are but two examples of the
application of the new technology
of microelectronics to the mass
market. A rather young field,
microelectronics basically began
in the early seventies and now is
growing exponentially due to
both consumer and industrial
device designs. Microelectronics
is concerned with the fabrication
of tiny "chips" of material which
control electric signals. The
prefix "micro" denotes the scale
at which this is accomplished.
Remember
your
hand-sized
transistor radio? It contained
around 20-30 electrical components (transistors, resistors,
etc.). Now imagine a small "chip"
about lk inch square: some can
contain up to 20,000 electronic
components! This is
truly
microminiaturization. This size
reduction plus increased complexity (due to so many circuits
being available) leads to applications in areas never expected a
decade ago.
At the heart of many devices is
the microprocessor chip which
fetches
control
instructions
stored in its memory; by decoding and implementing these
instructions, it allows information
exchange with the outside world.
You might well ask what some of
these devices are and what
information is exchanged? It
might border on the trivial as in
games (such as the submarine
hunt game SECTOR by Parker
Brothers or the guessing of 3, 4,
or 5 digit numbers on Comp IV by
Milton Bradley; both are under
$40) or on the matter of life and
death as in hospital monitoring
and diagnostic equipment. There
really is a garnet of applications:
deluxe microwave ovens have
timing keyboards for programming them; many traffic control
systems are regulated by microcomputers; "smart" bank terminals sort out customer transactions
before
sending
the
calculations to the large central
computer;
compact
environmental monitoring devices can be
left at remote sites.
Since the automobile is such a
mainstay of the economy, we will

$5, $10, $15 Gifts Important
by William R. Gordon '51

Yes, a gift of $5, $10, and $15
is needed to assist the Association in offering meaningful support to Rollins. We must have the
$5, $10 or $15 gift for several
reasons - first, each dollar received becomes part of the
accumulative sum of dollars we
need to provide the college, and
secondly, the number of alumni
making contributions to the
Alumni Annual Fund is of vital
importance. The statistics of
alumni donor participation are
important in the world of "grants

manship"
and
foundation
support.
Our donor statistics are improving but not at the rate we
need in order to impress foundations. I believe we can easily
develop a high rate of participation if we could convince
alumni that the size of the gift is
not important. The act of giving being counted as a donor - is very,
very important.
Yes, $5, $10 or $15 is extremely
helpful in more ways than one.

Dr. Robert G. Carson

see more uses of microcomputers
there. Present automotive applications (on selected models)
include electronic fuel injection,
emission controls, skid control,
and monitoring of safety devices,
parts wear, and fluid levels.
Small businesses as well as
hobbyists can presently take
advantage of microcomputer
systems which include an input
device
(keyboard),
program
storage (on cassette tapes or
"floppy" disks), and an output
device (small TV screen) as well
as the electronics associated with
the microprocessor. Some of
these systems cost as little as
$600 and are expected to
decrease even more as the
market opens up.
Most of the previous applications have been concerned with
consumer devices: those that you
or I would probably see on a daily
basis. Of course, microcomputers
open up new vistas in the world
of research: from pure research
in the physical sciences and
medicine to applied research in
engineering and national defense.
But let me end on a sober note.
Since microprocessors "process"
electrical signals much as the
human brain does, then neurophysiology may find applications
such as microelectronic surgical
implants to help the mentally
defective or schizophrenics. As
this deals with human behavior
modification, there are ethical
questions involved. Is 1984 closer
than we think? Probably not, but
the rapid advancement of
microelectronics carries with it
the consciousness raising of
citizens as we will ail be affected
by it in some way.

GOOD HABIT!
By William R. Gordon '51
A good habit to start and a
good habit to keep is making your
annual contribution to the Alumni Association in support of
Rollins College. There is no doubt
about it: once you have gotten
used to making that annual gift, it
is hard to imagine you would ever
discontinue...so keep a good habit
going.

The Ecosystem,
Energy, and
Human Values
Courtesy of Rollins Public Relations Dept.

Dr. Karl E. Peters, Associate
Professor of Philosophy and
Religion at Rollins, served as
chairman of the two-day seminar
and provided an introduction to
the ZYGON publication of the
event.
Included in the conference and
reprinted in the ZYGON publication were papers written and
presented by Dr. Peters and Dr.
Thomas Harblin, Associate Professor of Sociology at Rollins.
Harblin, who has served as
coordinator of Environmental
Studies at Rollins presented his
paper entitled: Mine or Garden?
Values and the Environment Probable Sources of Change in
the
Next Hundred
Years.
Harblin's paper focused on such
questions as, "What is the role of
culture in Generating Human
Futures?", Should Humans redirect the "ecovolutionary" process toward goals more likely to
yield a long-term continuity of
Life," and "Concretely, what can
be done to promote ascendency of
an "ethic of preeminent environmental consciousness?"
A summary paper written by
Peters was entitled, Realities and
Ideals in the World System, and
dealt with the interrelationship
between reality and ideals in the
world system. "This, Peters said
"was the underlying philosophical
problem of the conference."
When asked about the overall
success of the conference, Peters
said Many who attended are still
involved in group efforts to
criticize and elaborate the initial
efforts. The conference stimulated much thought about the
nature of the world system and
the future of man." According to
Peters further insights will
emerge as a result of the
conference which will help all
men to deal better with the storm
of crises that confronts the
human species and the planet
earth."
The then e of the successful
conference will be carried over in
the 1978 Winter Term Lecture
Series at Rollins which will deal
with "Scientific and Humanistic
Perspectives on Human Valuing."

Dr. Thomas Harblin and Secretary. Barbara Cooper

At the close of last years
academic session, Rollins College,
in conjunction with the Institute
on Religion In An Age of Science
and the Florida Endowment for
the Humanities, sponsored a
timely conference on "The Ecosystem, Energy, and Human
Values - The Next 100 Years."
The conference, which initiated
an exploration of the interdependence of physical, biological,
and social-cultural value systems
in a world of finite resources,
stimulated much thought about
the nature of the world system,
and, as a result, was featured in
the recent national publication
ZYGON, Journal of Religion and
Science.
The journal, which is published
quarterly by the Joint Publication Board of the Institute on
Religion in an Age of Science and
the Center for Advanced Study in
Religion and Science, devoted 175
pages of the 180 printed to
materials and papers presented
at the Rollins conference.
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Board of Visitors
for Cornell
Courtesy of Rollins Public Relations Dept.

Rollins College executive vice
president Dr. Fred W. Hicks has
announced the establishment of a
Board of Visitors to guide and set
policy for the $1.2 million George
D. and Harriet W. Cornell Fine
Arts Center at Rollins College.
"We are pleased with the new
Fine Arts Center and what it will
have to offer the Central Florida
Community," said Hicks. "Our
newly formed Board will be
instrumental in setting goals and
objectives as well as guiding the
future of the Center."
Charter members of The Board
of Visitors are community leaders
from Orlando and Winter Park:
Dale F.
Amlund,
Bernard
Bennett, Mrs. J. Blair Culpepper,
Mrs. Eugene A Drey, The Right
Rev. William H. Folwell, Eugene
N. Forrester M.D., Mrs. W. W.
Gluyas, Jr., Mrs. H. E. Gross, Dr.
Fred W. Hicks, Mrs. Sara H.
Howden, Erick C. Larsen, Jack
Loudermilk, Kyle B. Mitchell Jr.,
Kenneth F. Murrah, Thomas F.
Peterson, Mrs. Russell W.
Ramsey, John H. Rogers, Mrs. E.
K. van den Berg, Byron J.
Villwock, Sidney C. Ward and
Mrs. Clyde A. West. George D.
Cornell and his wife, Harriet, will
serve as honorary chairmen.

"One of the main responsibilities of The Board will be to
facilitate, plan, and advise on
cooperative programs in the
community," explained Hicks.
"We will work closely with the
Loch Haven Art Center, the
Morse Gallery of Art, the Maitland Art Center and other
appropriate regional and national
museums."
Other responsibilities of the
board will include establishing
museum policy, and selecting
exhibitions to be shown in the
Cornell complex. The board also
will advise the museum staff on
acquisitions for the permanent
art collection of the College.
It will facilitate donations and
gifts to the art collection and
initiate programs of the Cornell
Fine Arts Center in the
community.
Members will nominate and
elect successor directors and will
elect a chairman of the board,
along with one or more vice
chairmen as needed.
The Board of Visitors will be
responsible to the Board of
Trustees of Rollins College.

SCE
Who's Who
Courtesy of Rollins Public Relations Dept.

Ms. Carole L. DeMaio, a
resident of Winter Park, was
recently selected for inclusion in
the Who's Who Among Students
In American Colleges and Universities. Ms. De Maio was one of
nineteen Rollins College students
named among the country's outstanding collegiate leaders.
A senior in the Rollins School
of Continuing Education, Ms.
DeMaio has accumulated a grade
point average of 11.39 while
actively taking part in numerous
SCE functions.
In the community Ms. DeMaio
serves as a volunteer worker
with We Care. She is also a
counsellor for Beta House, a
facility for unwed mothers. Ms.
DeMaio is an active member of
the Nurses Associationof the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the
Symphony Guild, Loch Haven
Art Center, Maitland Art Center,
Central Florida Civic Theatre,
Council of Arts and Sciences and
the Orange County Medical
Auxiliary.
"She joins an elite group of
students selected from more than
1,000 institutions of higher learning in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia and several foreign
nations."
Ms. DeMaio will be honored in
the annual directory which was
first published in 1934.

EXHIBIT SCHEDULE
Jan. 31, through May 27,1978
January 31 thru April 9
Yust Gallery - American Landscape and Portrait Paintings
XVIIIc thru XXc.
Jeannette G. McKean Gallery European Paintings and Bronzes
XVc thru XXc.
South Gallery - Smith Watch Key
Collection and Historical Prints.

April 10 thru May 13
May 13 thru May 27
Yust Gallery - American Landscape and Portrait Paintings
XVIIIc thru XXc.
Jeannette G. McKean Gallery ESMARK Collection of Currier
and Ives Prints.
South Gallery - Smith Watch Key
Collection and ESMARK Collection of Currier and Ives Prints.

THE FOX SAYS:
"Spend a weekend with old friends
to celebrate some class reunions."

Rollins Art
Registry

Yust Gallery - Senior Art Show.
Jeannette G. McKean Gallery ESMARK Collection of Currier
and Ives Prints.
South Gallery - Smith Watch Key
Collection and ESMARK Collection of Currier and Ives Prints.

10 - 5 pm - Tuesday thru Friday
1 - 5 pm - Saturday and Sunday
Closed Monday
The Cornell Fine Arts Center
Museum will be open to the
public without charge.

The Alumni Association is
seeking information from graduates who are working actively in
the visual arts. Biographical and
professional history along with
five slides of their work are
requested. This data will be
organized and researched for use
to plan possible art shows on the
campus; to provide a method of
communication for alumni and
students in the visual arts; and to
foster interest and awareness, in
Central Florida and elsewhere,
for the work of Rollins artists.
Please address information to:
Rollins Alumni Ass'n.
Att: Art Registry
Texann Ivy Buck:
Linda Schmidt Rhodes f65)
Box 2736, Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789

Pi Kappa Lambda
Has Benefit
Concert
by Prof. Ross Rosazza
Jeannine Romer Morrison '51,
returned to the campus October
30 to present the annual benefit
for Xi Chapter of Pi Kappa
Lambda. This award was established in 1970 by Xi Chapter to be
given to an outstanding student
of music, who will be the
Charmbury Scholar, after Mr.
Walter Charmbury, an outstanding contributor to the ideals of
the Pi Kappa Lambda, National
Honor Music Society and who
was Mrs. Morrison's major professor at Rollins.
Elected a member of the
national honorary society in 1950,
Mrs. Morrison has led a very
active life in music since, teaching
and performing through the East
particularly. After graduation at
Rollins, she received her MA at
Columbia University and studied
for many years with the Master
Teacher, Edwin Hughes. Mrs.
Morrison has lived in Atlanta
(from whence she came to Rollins
originally) for many years now,
where she has made herself one
of the leading musicians of the
city, called on by Robert Shaw of
the Atlanta Symphony both as
rehearsal pianist and soloist, and
by the leading singers of the city
as accompanist.. She is professor
of Piano and Theory at Clayton
Junior College, a college in the
Georgia State System.
Of special interest in her richly
classical recital on October 30th
was the performance of a set of
variations by Fred Rogers, '51,
which Jeannine had premiered on
Fred's Senior Composition Recital under the direction of Jack
Carter, Fred's Professor of
Composition. Joanne Rogers and
the Rogers' older son, Jim, now a
Freshman at Rollins, were in the
audience. In addition, she played
a contemporary work of Harold
Triggs, using slides of the paintings which had inspired the
music. All told, it was a very
beauiiful recital.
It was like old home week for
Jeannine because some 20 of her
classmates or schoolmates of her
time sponsored and attended the
concert. Over $1000 in sponsorships were sold, netting a sum of
some $800 for Pi Kappa Lambda's
Scholarship Fund.

Sig Eps Hold Reunion
The Florida Eta Chapter of
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity will
hold an alumni reunion May 5, 6,
and 7 at the Langford Hotel in
Winter Park.
Activities will be coordinated
with the fraternity's Golden
Hearts Weekend.
Mailings will be made to the
alums in February with details. If
anyone does not receive a mailing
March 1, 1978. Please contact:
Bob Sams
P.O. Box 758
Somerset, Kentucky 42501
(606) 679-4488

serve many purposes.
build houses ,and fences, .'
to walk upon. When we
to die 'they keep the 'lasting
of our fame. whether we
or small. They are kind
loyal friends of man."
Author Unknown
Romeo and ,Juliet,
Keller,
the
Wright
Ben
Franklin,
Quintus
Horatius
and Edgar Allan ro~
in common? ' They are
emorialized and have a secure
in the Rollins College Wal15:
near the Mills Memorial

Cellini Stone

gathering stones for his Walk of
Fam~. Some of the adventures he
and his fellow collectors ex'perienced were very amusing and
make delightful reading. Holt
Walk, which was the
recalls how he obtained the
and passion of Dr.
Dante stone:
Holt, President of
"Dante's'birthplace in Florence
College from 1925 to 1949"
is on a very narrow side street. It
tribute to the famous and the
is used as a shrine an,d is open at
It consi~ts of a " certain times. I went there two or
of stones, each of ~hich
three ,times and found the house
some unique connection with
locked up 'and the surrounding
person(s) memorialized.
street so meticulously swept
ton Holt and his fatherclean and all the cobblestones in
the better part of one
such perfect condition that there
travelling about Conwas nothing I could pry loose.
and Massachusetts reFinally on my last trip there on a
the rounds Holt's grandSunday, I looked up at the side of
made as a country doctor
the house ' where there was a
visiting ancestral farms and
projecting beam which came out
omesteads. Holt collected stones
of' the wall. On the top of that '
these homesteads, chiseled
beam was a loose stone. i stood
names, 'places;-and significant , .on the box of the horse-drawn
oli them, and, used them as
taxicab and with the end o,f my
walkway at his Connecticut . crooked cane pulled down the
From these "ancestral
stone which is now in the Walk of
came the idea for the
Fame. Luckily no policeman was
Walk of Fame.
around."
After Dr. Holt became Presi[Holt brown book]
of Rollins he developed the
In August 1937 Dr. Holt was in
of collecting stones from
Florence, Italy and once again
homes of significant people
adventureousness and det ermion his fund-raising tours.
nation lead t o the acquisition of
had these st ones engraved
an extremely interesting stone
placed along the 1,500 feet of
for the Walk of Fame.
walk which ran from what
Benvenuto Cellini's workshop
noW Holt A ve. south to
is
on the Ponte Vecchio, the
les Hall. Holt encouraged
bridge that spans the Arno River,
connected with the
easily one of the most beautiful
to join in t he vent~re and
bridges
in t he world, for on either
te a committee-of- one to
side of the bridge are clustered
in tokens of greatness."
tiny st ores. In t he old days they
From the beginning of t his ·
were artist s and a,rtisans workadventure in collecting
'
"
shops, then t hey became butcher
learning, stones representing
shops, and then by decree all
and/ or internationally
butcher shops were abolished and
and women were
they are now used for jewelry
to the ' Walk. The
,shops. Near the middle of the
rule of thumb was to give
jJridge is a plaque on one of the .
tion to people whose
shops stating that that was
wer~ "household words"
Benvenu.to
C.ellini's workshop.
people who - "ought to be
My friend, Mr. Guiseppe di
" The relatively obscure
Pietro, knew ' the proprietor of
of Dr. William T. G.
this shop and informed me that
of Charlton, Massachuthere was no stone that could be
is a good illustration of the
had and there was no use to go
"My father told me," Holt
·there. Naturally there 'was no
"that when my grand· cellar on the bridge and no stones
, the old country doctor,
on the bridge, but I found that
of (Morton's) discovery of
when you want t o do a t hing, do it
he wept t o t hink t hat he
· yoursell, so the next day Mrs.
never ha ve to torture
Dick and 1 went over to the shop
again when ' operating on
and in my non-existent Italian I
made signs t~ the proprietor who
During t he 1930's P resident
finally pointed to the ceiling,
made many trips to Europe
family and friends. He took , saying t hat was where Cellini
worked. There was no stairway
delight in seeking out and

but only a straight iron ladder,
leading ' to a hole about 2 ft.
square in the ceiling. I asked
permission to go up and when. I
got thru to the next floor, the
proprietor following me, I found
mysell in what must have been
the 'original workshop of Cellini.
There was the old forge and a
number ~ of implements of - the
goldsmith's and jeweler's art. I
pointed 't o different objects in the
room and when I said "Cellini"
the proprietor would nod his head
"yes" or shake his head "no."
There ' wa~ an attic above this
room in which I found an old
cabinet, 8.Jid in that cabinet was a
piece of an iron implement which
the proprietor said was Cellini's.
There was a loose tile on the
floor, two or three feet hom the
forge, which evidently Cellini
must have stepped on. The
, proprietor gave both the iron and
the tile to me. I later found out
from the concierge at the Albion
Hotel that this workshop hasn't
been changed since Cellini was
there, so I probably saw the
things that the man actually
toughed~
,
Florence, Italy
Hamilton Holt
August, 1937
Unfort unat ely all of the stones
that have been collected for the
Walk are not still present, many
have
"disappeared."
Thefollowing describes one of the
missing stones~

>

ADMIRAL RICHARD E. BYRD
This rock is from the Queen
Maud Range, the southernmost
range of mountains in the wo.rld,
180 nautical miles from the South
Pole. It was picked up by Stuart
D. Paine who was a member of
the Geological Party which made
a journey of 1,410 miles by' dog
team and sleds, ,the longest trip
ever made in · the Antarctic,
which required an absence from
the main base at Little America
of three months. On account of
the lliDited amou,ni o.f supplies
which could be carried, comparatively few rocks could be brought
back and these necessarily had to
be small ones, replacing food.
March, 1938
Richard E. Byrd
The big upright millstone at
the beginning of the Walk of
Fame was given to D,r . Holt by a
relative of a Rollins student. It
originally came from, a mill-dam
in the center of the village of East
Woodstock, Connecticut. Dr. Holt
and his son George dragged the
stone from the dam to his
Woodstock ' home with a team of ·
farm horses. Holt had the stone
engraved with the following
quotation from Shakespeare's
"As You Like It:" "Sermons in
stones and good in everything."
For President Holt "the most
fascinating fact about these
stones is that although they are
of no intrinsic value, each one of
them is eloquent with suggestion
and inspiri;ltion."
The Holt Walk of Fame book
and
updated
statistics
on
' 'original'' and "new" stones can
be found in the Rollins College
Archives 'in Mills Memorial
Library. While there are now
many Rollins-connected names
among the 595 stones in t he
Walk, Dr. Hamilton Holt is not
among them. Anyone car e to bEt a
"committee of one?"
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Rollins Alumn,i
,
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ANNIVERSARY 'CLA-SSES, '73,'68" '63,'58,
SATURDAY, MARCH 11

.FRIDA v, M·ARCH: 10
TIME

EVENT

12: 00 (Noon) RGgistration
4 :30 p.m . ...--.l

Alumni House

Alumni/Student
Career Seminar
"The Liberal Arts
and My Career"

A.G. Bush
Science Bldg.

7:00 · .
8.:45 p.m.

President's
Reception

Cornell Art Center
Garden &
Galleries

9:00 - '
12:00 p.m.

Campus Frolics

Campus Sites

2:00 ·5:00 p.m.

PLACE

EVENT

TIME

PLACE

7:30 a.m.
3:00 p.m .

Registration

Alumni House

8:00 .
9:30 a.m.

Athletic Breakfast

Rose Skillman

11 :00 a.m.

Alumni Golf
Tourn'amen t

1,0:00 a.m. - Alumni Tennis
12 :30 p.m ,
Alumni Family
Picnic and
Watershow

12:30 p.m.

"Hats Off"
s.ocial hour &
enterJainment
AND
"The Way it
8: 15 -Wasn '1" Dinner
11 :00 p.m.
& Entertainment

. 6:30 ·
8:00 p.m.

College Courts
Lakefront,
McKean Hall
Al'fond Pool

Rose Skillman
Hall

Reunion: Cont.

members of sports teams. Before
you go ' to the links or to the
courts to "ace" a few serves, have
a good breakfast with returning
alumni at the Athletic Breakfast.
Bob Winslow, '71 has arranged
a top notch golf tournament.
Each golfer will receive a special
gift and will compete for great
prizes. Bob has also made sure
that no player will go thirsty on
the course or at the nineteenth
hole.
The college courts will be the
site for Nancy , Corse Reed's
Tennis Tour'n ament. Nancy, a '78
inductee . to the Sports Hall of
Fame, knows h~r tennis .and
tennis tournaments, Each player '
will also receive a s.pecial gift. ·
Prizes will be awarded.
The Tradftional F'amily Picnic
arid Watershow is s¢heduled for
12;30 p.m. at the lakefront behind
McKean Hall. The Rollins Club
will host , the picnic and Paul
Harris, '45 and his talented water .
ski team w:ill demonstrate their
skills.
The big event of the Weekend
is our Saturday evening Reunion
'78 B~nquet. To start the evening
off at , 6:30 p.m. Chappy
McDonnell '51 and R()b Peck, '53,
. will bang the piano and smg a few
old songs down by the Alfond
POol in a "Hats Off'salute to all
visiting alums.

Andy Scudder Evans, '68,
Mary Campbell Lynch, '68 and
Becky Klamer Green, '68 have
,put together a fun evening with a
super menu including a special
after dinner drink. Our waiters
and waitresses (student vQlunteers) will serve -and entertain.
The classes ending in "3" and "8"
will be recognized and the
members of the class of '51 and
class of '68 will celebrate special
reunions, their 25th and 10th. We
all remember "The Way It Was"
or mayl)e, "The Way It Wasn't"
So join in and find out!,
A special chapel service will be
h,eld on Sunday at the Knowles
Memorial ·Chapel followed by a
coffee and the Annual Meeting of
the Association.
The activities. of the weekend
.will end with a ~pecial luncheon ,
"for the "Forty Plus" alumpl. The '
clas~ of "28" wilJ celebrate it's
50th
reunion
,and
Jte~
Wjnderwee.dle, '28, will be in
charge.
The weekend will close with
Wilbur Dorsett, professor of ,
English and "college Historian"
dedicating a stOlle iIi fne~ory of ,
Rex _ Beach at '--:the College's
fam.ous "W~.lk of Fame." ,
Don't miss this ' Reunion "Spend a Weekend in March
With Some Old Friends." Corneyou'll wish you had, if you don't!

CLASS 'ANNIVERSARIES
Classes ending in "3" and "8" will be honored with
special recognition given to the classes of '68, a .
tenth reynion, '53, a twenty-fifth reunion and '28,
a fHtieth reunion.

'43

"63

'73

'48

'58

'13

'38
'33

'23

'18

Just a word,to the members of ,
the 'anniversary classes '(classes ,
' ending in "3" or "S"). We are
putting 'together a Directory for
,each anniversary class. The Directory will contain naIlies ~nd
address~s of class members both
grads and non-grads, a reunion
schedule, a mail back questionnaire, and a 'few messages from
loca1 classmates. You can expect
your copy in early February.
Also, make plans
to attend this
years Reunion '78 - "Spend a
weekend in March with some old
friends."
)

Reunion "178
'53, ,48, '43, '38" '33, , '28, '23,' '18,, ' 13
SUNDA Y, MARCH 12
TIME

EVENT '

PLACE

9 :45 10:45 a.m . .

Alumni Chapel
Service

Knowles
Memorial
Chapel

10: 45 11 :30 a.m.

Coffee Break

Chapel Garden

11 :30 <i .m. 12 :15 p.m.

Rollins College
Alumni Assoc.
Annual Meeting

Annie Russell
Theatre

"Forty-Plus"
Luncheon
honoling the Class
of'28

Rogers Room,
Keene Hall

WALK OF FAME
dedication of The
Rex Beach Stone

Horseshoe

~

12:30 2:15p.m.

2:36 p.m.

,-;"

••
••
••

AREA MOTELS' &HOTELS
The following is a list of local
"inns," should you need a,ccomm09atiQns for Reunion Weekend.
We suggest you contact for
reservations as .soon as possible,
especially if you would like to be
close to the College where all
functions are· being held this '
. year.
Langford Resort Hotel
East New England A venue
at Interlachen, Winter ParkPhone (305) 644-3400
Park Plaza Hotel
307 Park Avenue South
(corner of New England Ave.)
Winter Park (305) 647-1072
Howard Johnson's Motor- Lodge
603 Lee Road, Orlando
Plfone (305) 644-6100
Mount Vernon Motor Lodge
Highw~y #17-92
.North Orlando Avenue
at Morse Blvd., .Winter Park
Phone (305) 647.-1166
Holiday Inn
626 Lee Rd., Winter Park
Phone (305) 645-5600
Holiday Iq.n
901 N. Orlando Avenue
Winter Park
Phone (305) 644-8000
Sheraton Motor Inn
736 Lee Road, Orlando
Phone (305) 647-1112

"Help Us Find .T hese Lost Alums
Class of 1938
Frederick J. Blachly
Donald Alan Bond
Robert C. Crowe
'J ohn E. Turner

Washington DC
New York, NY
Delray BeaGh, FL
Prairie Village, KS

Class of 1953
Barbara Upham Bennett(Mrs. Weyman H.)
Sara Jane Johannes Kalish (Mrs. Jack)
Donald -KuTZ
Marion Lenoir
Waldo 'Moon .
Belford Richards
Lewis Rowe '
Harold Suit

Chippewa Falls, WI
Maitland, FL
New York, NY
Washington, DC
N. Hollywood, CA
New Field, ME
Orlando, FL
Atlanta, GA

Class of 1968
Roy Anderson
Marilyn Jeari Biver
Chester Rodney Black
Richard Thomas Booth
Nancy Lee Butler

Beverly Hills? CA

Mill Valley, CA
Sarcoxie , MO
Glendale , AZ
Dillon, MT .

Aaron Cheatham
Audian D. Dunham
Valerie J. Emslie
Betty Jean Feir
Frederic N. Finney
Linda Childers Frye
Doyle Gene Griffith
Gary Grimes
Giuliana Peterson Groat
Robin Engel Haines (Mrs. Palm,er)
. Virginia Nelson Jeronimus
Donald W. Johnson
Leone Vasquez Lefevre (Mrs. Ramon)
Richard Edward Logan
Erika Preiner McCall
James E. McNair
Jean Farragut Melleberg
James Jos.e ph Pirkle .
Michael D. Nouri
Douglas Andrew Ringers
George Robert Warsaw
. Dennis Gerald Wo.ods
Pamela G. Potter
Barbara C. Rigby
Susan A. Vesely

St. Petersburg, FL
Renton, WA
Winter Park, FL
Orlando, FL .
Tucson, AZ
'- Oklahpma City, OK
Stone Mountain, GA
Travet~e City , MI
PrInce Station, NY
Honolulu, HI
Oakland, CA
Santa Clara, CA
New York, NY
Thousand Oaks, CA
Goldenrod, FL
FPO, New York
Washington', DC
Atlanta, GA
New York, NY
.. Eugene, OR
Atlanta, GA
Denver, CO
New Braunfels , TX '
Clewiston, FL
Cleveland, OH

.,
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J.' Students
Rex Beach: Manof Versatility C.Perpetrate
by Wilbur Dorsett

When still another stone is
placed in the Walk of Fame on
March 12, it will be one of the
most signigicant in that remarkable collection. It is a stone from
the birthplace (Atwood, Michigan) of Rex Ellingwood Beach,
one of Rollins College's most
eminent alumni. The College has
honored him in a number of ways
(such as an honorary degree and
.a building that bears his name)
but for the first time his fame will
be appropriately symbolized in
the Walk of Fame.
The personality and achievements of Rex Beach are replete
with singularities and ironic
reversals.
He wa,s president of the Rollins
Alumni Association longer than
anyone who has' held that office;
he served for fourteen years,
from 1927 through 1940.
/
He was a "member of the class
of 1897 but did not receive his
diploma until 1927. He left Rollins
one year before graduation to
study at the Chicago College of
Law; and after a year there, left
without a degree to become a
.gold miner in Alaska in the
. Klondike rush of 1897. In 1927,
thirty-five yeats after he had
entered Rollins, the College
awarded him simultaneously an
honorary B.S. and the more
prestigious Doctor of Letters (D.
Litt.)
Although honored by the .College in later years, in his 'first
year here he was "indefinitely
suspended" from the school "for
open defiance of the ~ules." He
had committed the grave error of
sailing on Lake Virginia on a
Sunday. It seems that in the
1890's Lake Virginia on Sunday
was a place for strolling by and
musing upon but definitely not
for swimming in or sailing upon.
Howev.er, after Beach had dut i- .
fully 'apologized and had promised t o mend his wicked ways,
the suspension was revoked in
less t ha n tw o weeks and he was
r e-instated, never t o be suspended again.
Whe n he entered the Prepara"
tory Department (high school
level) of Rollins in 1892, he was "a
poor boy from Tampa." His
family had moved, a ' few years
before, from Michigan and had
become "squatters" in Tampa
under the Homestead Act. Before
he died in 1949,' he had earned
' more than a million dollars in his
various business ventures, all in
addition to the lucrative income
from his writing profession. Remembering his days as a student
without money, in his will he left
$100,000 to the College to be used
for student loan funds'.
Furthermore, his grave is on
the Rollins campus, a fact few
people seem to know. Under a
small slab of stone in front of the
Alumni House (at the corner of
the Shell Museum) are buried his
ashes, together with those of his
wife. The inscription is simply:
"Rex Beach and Greta Crater
Beach."

.

" Crime

, Rex Ellingwood Beach '27

As a student, he was handsome, popular, and onc of the
most active in extra-curricular
affairs. In addition to operating a
laundry to pay his expenses, he '
was one of the editors of The
Sandspur, treasurer of the
Demosthenic , (debating) Society;
a director of the Athletic Asso' ciation, president of the Tennis
Club,'a star baseball player, and a
member of KA and ODK.
His most prophetic, activity
was that of writing short stories
for The Sandspur (then a, literary
magazine as well as a news
journal). In the spring of 1896, he
. contributed "A Strange Experience" and "The Convicfs Story,"
both highly tenseful, perhaps
even melodramatic, which foreshadowed the many dramatic,
emotiona,lly charged novels he
was to write throughout his
career. In less than ten years
after those Sandspur stories, he
had established himself as a
recognized and popular author. In
1906 was published one of his
best
sellers,
The
all-time
Spoilers, a vigoNus, suspenseful
novel of romance and adventure
set in the gold-rush town of
Nome, 4laska, a locale he knew
in tima tely.
Like many of his ensuing
novels, The Spoilers was made
into both a stage, play (produced
by
the
illustrious
Daniel
Frohman) and into a movie.
Indeed, this story must hold the

record - for ' movie use; it was
remade in seven versIons (one of
the best starring, Gary Cooper).
Successful movies were made
of fourteen of his novels ' and
sixteen of his original scenarios.
Many of these he produced
himself with his own company,
although they were distributed
'by Goldwyn Pictures.
While still pursuing his principal profession as a wrIter; in 1928
he returned to F lorida to become
a large-scale farmer and hor ticultur ist. On 7,000 acres of land
near Sebring and 2,000 acres at
Avon Park, he developed a celery
. farm and later grew masses of
Easter lilies and gladioli~ Then he
turned to cattle raising and
contributed to ' the founding of
Florida's great cattle industry.
It was in his Florida home in
Sebring that he died in 1949 at
the age of 72.
His was a life of many suc-:'
cessful
achievements: as
a
lawyer,
professional football
player, gold miner, movie · producer, horticulturist, cattle man,
and a writer: of novels, plays, and
film scripts.
The two words that characterize Rex Beach are versatility and
vitality, traits that ,m ade him a
singularly outstanding Rollins
alumnus.
.

The clock had just passed 7:00
p.m. on the eve of Tuesday,
December 6, when an irate
brotherinlaw of a local hair
stylist was charged with murdering his tonsorial relative. The
hair stylist, whose name is being
witheld, was trimming a customers hair when her screaming
brother-in-law entered the shop
located in the Orland'o Execu'iive
Center and accused to tonsorial
artist of spreading false malicious
rumors of his private life. The
unigentified suspect approached
his startled sister-in-law .and
reached in his coat for a sharpened hunting knife. The ba.rber
trying to thwart the intruder
away with her shears was
stabbed ' several times before
falling to the floor. She was later
pronounced dead-on-arrival by
the Orlando Fire Department
Rescue Squad. .
•
Shortly after the fatal crime,
Orlando Police ' apprehended the
. suspect who was scheduled to go
to trial in the Municipal Justice
Building (Orlando) on Tuesday,
December 13 at 6:45 p.m. "
The mastermind behind wh~t
turned out to be an academic
class project, was Mr. Paul Lee,
local attorney and adjunct instructor in the Criminal Justice
Program , at Rollins College'S
School for Continuing ,Education.
All students of his evening class
participated in some manner in
the perpetration of an actual
crime. Roles ranged from eyewitnesses, to murderers, to arresting police officers, to defense
counsel. "
According to Lee, "Everyone
played some part in the criminal
justice process which is ac~ivated
as a result of our simulated crime.
There can be no clearer method
of teaching t he process of justice
. than the complete dramatization
'
of its mec hanics."
The trial of t he suspected
murderer was open to t he public
in th e Municipal Justice Building.
He was charged with murder in
. the fir st de gree and tried, before a
, jury selected from the '54 stu- ,
.dents · enrolled in the class. "
The Rollins Cr iminal Justice
Program, which was initiated in
1970 out of a growing desire and
need for advanced learning by
students now involved or anticipa ting a career relating to the
criminal justice process, has come
under praise for its innovational
program and teaching methods.
Dr. Daniel F. Riva, Dean of the
School for Continuing Education,
states, "The supp'ort and interest
of local leaders in law enforcement has been very enthusiastic.
Our program of study in this area
is geared to assist t he law
enforcement pers onnel toward
sophistication , as
well
as
competency, and we feel that
class projects of this kind are
ins trumental in achieving this
end."

Grod Praises
Liberal Arts Education
David Fittante graduated from
Rollins in 1971. He was a
Behavioral Science major and
during his college career he
served on the Chapel Staff; was
an RA for two years; de-activated
from the X-Club after two years
membership; did pioneer work in
establishing the Newman Center
on Lyman Avenue with the Rev.
Patrick H. O'Neill, the first
director.
Presently he is working toward
a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology
after having worked two and
one-half years in a Mental Institution in California.
Dave
married this past summer and he
and his wife, Jan Maguire, reside
in San Diego, California.
He writes:
"I have learned a deep
appreciation for the educational
experience afforded me at
Rollins. The Hour-Glass curriculum has given me a solid
foundation in graduate school and
in my profession. The interdisciplinary perspective in the
Humanities, Physical Sciences
and Social Sciences has been an
invaluable asset. This has been
proven to me on a number of
occasions. I wouldn't trade my

Are You a
Tar Booster?

Liberal Arts education for
anything. People have commented on my ability to digest
and synthesize information and to
give perspectives from the eyes
of the different disciplines
whether it be Psychology,
Sociology, Philosophy, Medicine
or Theology. Much of this I credit
to Rollins. Also, the lectureseminar system is excellent
training for learning to speak
one's views.
The one aspect of Rollins which
leaves me a little sad is the
narrowness of social involvement. Rollins has a tendency to
channel people into the Greek
system. It tends to discourage
alternative social styles. I can see
in California that the college
experience does not have to be as
definitive or as limited as one is
lead to believe. The horizons of
the Rollins educational system
are not present in its social life.
I have no regrets. I am happy
with the person I find myself to
be. This doesn't mean I don't
want to change and grow. But it
does mean that I am better off
due to my experience at Rollins. I
feel endebted to Rollins and hope
some day to be in a position to
show this appreciation. The small
town Liberal Arts education is an
oasis in an expanding world of
specialization. If anything can be
said about my experience at
Rollins it is that it touched me on
a personal level."

Time to Consider
Alum Awards
The Rollins College Alumni
Association
recognizes
the
achievements of alumni by the
presentation of two new awards:
Alumni Service Award and Distinguished Alumnus Medal.
One of the most effective ways
to recognize alumni who have
served in leadership positons and
have performed distinguished
service on behalf of the College or
Association, or have achieved
recognized distinction in one's
chosen profession is through an
Alumni Awards Program.
The Selection Committee of the
Association is interested in seeing that the most qualified alumni
receive consideration. The committee requests your participation in the nomination process.
Nominations are hereby invited. Anyone may submit a
nomination.
See Clip on page 23.

Origin of the

I. ALUMNI SERVICE AWARD
This medal honors alumni who
have given exceptional service to
the College. Such recognition will
be confined to living alumni of the
College. Current college employees and trustees will not be
>
eligible. Several awards may be
made in a given year, but one L.
does not have to be made each
year.

o

C£
II. DISTINGUISHED
ALUMNUS MEDAL
This medal is designed to recognize outstanding personal, business, or professional achievement. Such recognition will be
confined to living Alumni and is
not to be determined by service
rendered to the College, but
solely on achievement in the
alumnus' chosen field. Several
awards may be made in a given
year, but one does not have to be
made each year.

Nickname
Nicolette Wins
ii

TARS

n

Golf Trophy
Courtesy of Rollins Public Relations Dept.

by William R. Gordon '51
Are you a TAR BOOSTER?
You can be.
In October of 1973, confronted
with the challenge of financing an
outstanding athletic program
within budgetary constraints,
President Jack B. Critchfield
made a decision to reactivate the
Tar Booster Club. He set the
objective of forming a strong
booster group interested in providing scholarship assistance and
special support for the athletic
program to help defray expenses.
There are two types of membership available in the Tar
Booster Club. Regular Member primarily designated for the
sports fan interested in attending
Rollins athletic events and partic-

ipating in club activities. An
annual contribution of not less
than $25.00 qualifies an individual
for regular membership. Ambassador - as the title connotes,
identifies those individuals who
willingly give of their time and
effort to better the Rollins
College athletic program and
function as emissaries of the Tar
Boosters in the surrounding
community. An annual contribution of not less that $125.00
qualifies an individual for selection as an Ambassador.
Membership is growing rapidly
with community support strongly
on the increase. Alumni participation is solicited. Complete the
coupon below and the Tar Booster organization will contact you.

ROLLINS COLLEGE TAR BOOSTER CLUB
SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS IN ACTION
Dear Sir:
I am interested in membership in the TAR BOOSTER CLUB. Please
send me a membership application.
CLASS

NAME.
ADDRESS
City

State

Zip

-i-

Home Phone

The question is often asked,
"What is the origin of the
nickname TARS?"
A search of the College
archives revealed that Rollins has
long been a respected name in
athletic competition in Florida
and the South. The files likewise
disclosed that teams at Rollins
were called the "Blue and Gold"
(College colors) until the First
World War.
During World War I, the
United States Navy stationed a
manned training ship on Lake
Virginia bordering the campus
and conducted an extensive training program. At a time when
Uncle Sam had borrowed nearly
all the male population of Rollins,
the sailors were a center of
attraction
for
the
coeds.
The War ended taking away
the sailors and their boats, but
leaving the Rollins athletic teams
the inheritance of the sailor
nickname, "TAR.".
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Mike Nicolette

Rollins College golfer Mike
Nicolette was honored recently at
the Florida Intercollegiate Golf
Championships when he received
the Wes Berner Memorial Golf
Trophy. The trophy is awarded to
the collegiate golfer "who has
contributed the most to Florida
golf in their four years in
college." Nicolette, now in his
junior year at Rollins, is only the
fourth golfer ever to be presented the trophy. He joins the
elite group of Gary Koch, Phil
Hancock, and Clarence Jones.
Wes Berner, former golf coach
at Stetson, died four years ago
after "contributing a great deal to
Florida golf."
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Preliminary

DeNicola Has

Report-

Faculty Evaluation
Articles Published
Questionnaires
Success
The
Teacher
Evaluation
Questionnaires, distributed at
the end of each term, have now
been filled out by the majority of
students on campus for the fall
term. Although many students
take this responsibility of evaluation lightly, these forms are
valuable both to faculty members
who can examine their own
teaching effectiveness and to
committees which periodically
review all professors.
This year's
questionnaire,
which asked twelve general questions about the course and the
abilities of the course instructor,
plays one role in a complex
process designed to review the
capabilities of faculty members.
The faculty was primarily responsible for setting up this
process of evaluation which
Rollins' Provost Dr. Dwight L.
Ling terms a democratic one.
Dr. Ling explained the evaluation procedure in a private
interview. While every faculty
member is reviewed periodically,
all non-tenured professors are
evaluated each year; this year
about thirty faculty members will
fall into this category. The
process begins for each teacher
with the establishment of a
committee, composed of a tenured and non-tenured member of
that teacher's department and
also a faculty member from
outside of the department. This
committee collects written evaluations
from
department
members and carefully considers
student evaluations provided
through the questionnaires. Dr.
Ling emphasized the point that
the teacher being evaluated has a
chance to respond to everything
that is brought before the committee. After consideration of all
written reports, the committee
drafts a preliminary report on
their findings and recommendations on which the teacher may
comment. If there are any points
on which the teacher and committee cannot agree, the teacher
may appeal to the Faculty
Review Committee. The final
step is the submission of the
report to the President of the
College. After the completion of
the review, the report does not
go on public record or become
part of a personnel file but is
destroyed.
The
Teacher
Evaluation
Questionnaires,
though
important to review committees,
are also seen by the professors
after the final grades are posted.
This precaution is taken, even
though the evaluations are not
signed, because of the slight
chance that an instructor might
recognize a student's handwriting and let the evaluation
influence a student's grade.

Dr. Daniel DeNicola, associate
professor of Philosophy and Religion and head of the Department of Education, has had two
articles accepted for publication
in January. "A Typology of
Conceptions of the Good" will
appear in The Personalist: An
International Review of Philosophy, published by the University of Southern California, and
"The Philosopher, the Teacher,
and the Quest for Clarity," will
appear in an anthology titled
Philosophical Reflections on Education and Society, published by
the Philosophy of Education
Society.

by Kathleen J. Reich
Asst. Prof. Library Science

Dr. Daniel DeNicola

EPC Approves Revision
Courtesy of Rollins Public Relations Dept.

Two years' work by the
members of the Subcommittee on
Curriculum were rewarded when
the Educational Policy Committee (EPC) approved the subcommittee's proposal for a
curriculum revision. The proposal, passed unanimously at the
November 17 meeting of the
EPC, must now go before the
Council and then the Senate for
final authorization. Dr. Edward
Cohen, chairman of the EPC,
hopes to bring a slightly revised
legislation to the Senate by
January.
Subcommittee Chairman Dr.
Jack Lane presented the proposal
which would alter the general
requirements for incoming freshmen without adding additional
courses to the present curriculum. Students, under this plan,
would have a normal load of ten
general requirements to fulfill in
their four years in studies under
the broad headings of skills,
cognitive, and affective courses.
An hour of discussion by the
committee highlighted the major
points of the proposal. The most
interesting requirement added to
the college curriculum was a
tenative one entitled Decision
Making and Valuation with the

Dr. Jack Lane

objective
to "improve the
students' ability to make rational
value judgments and especially
judgments involving conflicts
between moral, aesthetic, intellectual, monetary, and pragmatic
values." Dr. Bruce Wavell, who
had introduced this concept to
the subcommittee while it was
working
on
the
proposal,
explained that this idea was
similar to the English reinforcement program currently being
sponsored at Rollins by the Lily
Foundation grant; the new
program would emphasize decision-making skills by training
ten professors to implement
reasoning and logic in their
various courses. This requirement will be instituted by
autumn of 1979 if the cost of the
program can be met.
Dr. Cohen told the members of
the Educational Policy Committee that the proposal was
initiated two years ago to give
new objectives to education at
Rollins and to give meaning to
the requirements themselves.
These objectives, as outlined in
the proposal, will be achieved by
requiring students to take a wide
range of courses in the liberal
arts areas which Rollins offers.

Dr. Bruce Wavell

During the Fall Term of 1977,
the class on Educational Research Methods conducted a
survey which tried to find out
whether there was a need for a
quality doctoral program in administrative sciences in the
Central Florida area, which
would be conducted by a traditional institution of Higher
Education.
The program under consideration should be for a practical as
opposed to a research degree. It
should provide the opportunity to
pursue an advanced degree without interrupting employment. In
short it would consist of evening
and weekend classes, but not
waiver residence requirements,
nor would its offerings differ
from a traditional curriculum.
The Alumni Association, long
interested in this question, consented to sponsor the survey. As
a sample population, 2,470 alumni
with master's degrees were randomly
selected
from
the
computer files. The questionnaires were mailed out at the end
of November 1977, and by
January 10, 1978 we had 676
responses (27.4%), a surprisingly
high return for this type of
survey.
Since the Alumni Association
was involved in the survey, it was
generally assumed that Rollins
College was contemplating the
initiation of such a program. It
was not intended to evoke such
an impression. The question was
merely one of need assessment.
The returns have been coded
into the computer and a crosstabulation program for evaluation of the results is forthcoming.
The responses overwhelmingly
showed support for a conventional doctoral program in the
Central Florida area. We received many enthusiastic comments. The typical prospective
candidate lives within 50 miles of
the greater Orlando area, scored
1000 or above on the GRE,
received the last degree within
the past 5 years and is employed
in the field in which he/she
wishes to continue to study. This
may mean that the main motivator is to advance within the
profession rather than to retool.
The next issue of the Alumni
news will bring the final results
of the survey. In the meantime a
word to those who are hoping
that Rollins would, in the near
future, consider incepting a doctoral program. A need assessment is only the minute first step.
Among other things it must be
evaluated whether a college like
Rollins could accommodate a
quality doctoral program without
detracting from its primary purpose, namely providing a four
year liberal arts education.
Finally, any consideration of
starting new academic programs
will have to be postponed until a
new President for Rollins College
has been appointed.

Makemson, '34. He is working
with a new client since January
'76, The Bradford Exchange, a
firm dealing in commemorative
plates, whose president is Rod
MacArthur, '43, also a* former
Rollinsite.

Class Notes
1907
Frances Burleigh
Fernald
writes that she never has a dull
moment around her house (the
same place she has lived since
1923) with six happily married
children, thirty-three grand children and fifteen great grand
children.
1910
A gift establishing the first
Memorial in memory of Reverend
Finley McCorvey Grissett has
been given by the Misses Marquerite V. and Lucy Lee Doggett.
1914
Sincere condolences to Pauline
Ayers Blanchard on the death of
her husband, Raymond late this
past year.
1917
Dr. A.J. Hanna recently established seven Book-A-Year
Memorials in memory of his
sister-in-law, Mrs. Abbey.
1918
Word comes from Finley A.B.
MacKeil that he and wife, Vera,
have recently celebrated their
57th wedding anniversary. He
has also just completed his 28th
year of perfect attendance in the
Optimist Club.
1920
Word comes that J. Harold Hill
and wife, Inez, have moved to the
Winter Park Towers, 1111 S.
Lakemont Ave., Winter Park.
Though they are not well, they
are pleased to be near so many
old friends from Rollins and the
Winter Park community.
1922
Evelyn G. Haynes spent some
time this summer attending the
University of Light at Findhorn,
Scotland taking their course in
Community, enjoying both the
course, country and wonderful
people with world vision from
some 16 or more countries. She is
in her third year at Carolina
Village, one of the nicest retirement villages in the United
States according to Evelyn. The
autobiography of her dog Flash
has just been published and
illustrated by Ruth Rogers
Spencer under the title of Flash
Tangles with Canine Pedigrees.
1924
Frances Jones sends word that
she has been retired from Florida
National Bank for the past seven
years after having served there
for 34 years. Her last position
was as Vice-President.

1925
Helen Meeker Hall writes that
she has moved from the rigors of
northern winters to live happily
and permanently in Winter Park.
She is enjoying renewing old
college friendships and participating in Rollins programs.
1929
Mary Palmer Bowers writes
that she spent time in Hawaii in
September and thoroughly recommends it for everyone. She is
looking forward to getting together with Margaret Lafroos in
January. Margaret was recently
elected Mayor of the town of
Mount Dora, Florida, a special
honor, as she is the first woman
to hold the position for that town.
Thelma Spurling [Danforth]
Hayes is still living in Orlando,
surrounded by her three sons and
families, including 7 grandchildren. Thelma writes that the
Danforth family are now considered pioneers of radio and
television for all of Central
Florida, having started at the
little building on the Rollins
campus.
1930
John A. McClellan is officially retired as of January 31st.
John has recuperated from a
recent appendectomy and is now
enrolled in an evening program
for "more education".
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh F. McKean
recently established the first
Book-A-Year Memorial in memory of Mrs. Nellie Allen Bartlett,
who was the honorary mother of
Theta Kappa Fraternity at Rollins College. The McKeans along
with Mr. F. Monroe Alleman
have also helped to establish the
first and second Memorial in
Memory of Mr. Royston C. Crane,
noted cartoonist. Dr. and Mrs.
McKean have given gifts towards
first Book-A-Year Memorials for
Mrs. Carolyn Russell Frear
Hauck and Mr. Henry Bascom
Melrose and a complete Book-AYear Memorial in memory of Dr.
Wernher vonBraun.
1932
News of interest comes that
Dr. Richard Wilkinson, retired
from Southwest Missouri State
University where he was professor of psychology and member of
the commission of ministry for
the Episcopal Dioceses of West
Missouri. He was recently involved in planning a program
titled "Victim or Victor". The
program was designed to address
the "pervasive feelings of helplessness and hopelessness" which
people have in today's society.

1943
Sincere condolences to Rod
MacArthur on the death of his
father, Mr. John D. MacArthur.

1934
Dr. John T.P. Cudmore was
recently elected president elect
of the California Division of the
American Cancer Society.
Elizabeth B. Marshall writes
that she has been retired since
1972 and is living happily in her
second year at the Victorian
Manor residential house. She is
president of the Audubon group
and so busy she hasn't found time
for the art classes she had
planned to take.
Word comes from Thomas J.
and Elizabeth Currier Morris
that they are living half the year
in Yankeetown, Florida and half
year in their ocean front house in
Rye, N.H. They travel to and
from in their 35 ft. trawler,
taking a month each way with
stops along the way and bicycling
on shore.
Rupert Ben Jones is retired
living in Orlando and is currently
making plans to visit his son, who
is a partner in an American Law
firm in London, England.
1935
Eleanor Reese Morse who was
honored at Rollins commencement in May 1977 with an
Honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts,
has finished translating from
French to English a book on Dali
by Pauwells called "Les Passions
selon Dali". Eleanor is presently
translating a book written by
Dali himself called "Le Mythe
Tragique de l'Angelus de Millet"
or "The Tragic Myth of Millet's
Angelus."

1945
Judith Sutherland Galbraith
sends word that she and husband,
Martin have sold their house in
Kalamazoo and moved to Florida,
settling at Duck Key in the
"Fabulous Florida Keys". They
are planning to build a house but
in the meantime are living on
their boat at Duck Key Marina.
According to an article in
Chicagoland Tennis, former Rollins tennis great, Nancy Corbett
Dillon, was recently selected as
Player of the Month. Nancy,
respected pro and a Proviso West
History teacher has run summer
programs in the River Forest
parks for 10 years and taught two
years under Rudy Witsman at
River Forest Tennis Club. Sons
Bob, 27; Dave, 26; Steve, 24;
Dan, 22; and Jack, 20, have all
followed her into education. Bob
and Steve teach at Argo High
School. Dave, former Airforce
Academy football player, is at a
Hillside elementary school. Dan
and Jack attend Western Illinois
University. Nancy was just
named head tennis professional
at Oak Park Tennis Club, River
Forest, Illinois.

Jarry Smith Maughs sends
word that Betty Harbison Spear,
'38, stopped for a visit on her way
to see her son, Jack, who is
receiving his doctorate in counseling from the University of
Missouri at Columbia. Jarry's
son, Edward J., was just married
in July and has opened a Pet
Center.

1947
Becky Hill Buckley recently
made a flying trip to Arizona and
Colorado to hear daughter Kbba
present her first professional
paper at the American Water
Resources Congress at the University of Arizona, Tucson,
where she hopes to get her
Master's degree in May. While in
Colorado, Becky also visited
daughter Ann's log cabin in Cool
Creek Canon, where they live as
the pioneers did, wood stove and
all. Third daughter Jibby, is in
vocational training in Horticulture, and youngest daughter,
Bess, has just received a leadership award at her high school.
Betty Rosenquest Pratt was
recently ranked third in the
nation in ages 50 and over
singles, by the United States
Tennis Association.

1941
Charlotte Stout Hooker is now
serving as Trustee for the
Houston Antique Museum, Chattanooga, Tennessee and Dixon
Gallery and Garden, Memphis.
She is also President of the
Association for the Preservation
of Tennessee Antiques.

1940
Virginia [Ginny] Gates Atterbury writes that she has 11
labrador retrievers which she
runs in Field Trials all over the
U.S. She distinguishes between
Field Trials and Bench Trials
stating that Field Trial dogs have
to have brains - looks don't count!

1942
P.R. Kelly writes that he has
seen several former classmates
this past year. While in Florida in
March he saw Frank Grundler,
and last summer did some sailing
with Dick Camp, '39, and wife, at
Old Greenwich. Also had a round
of golf and dinner with Jack

1949
Cecil Van Hoose writes that he
has had a change of status since
the last alumni news. He is
studying Journalism at East
Tennessee State University full
time now and writing some
articles for the Johnson City
Press-Chronicle.
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1950
Thomas E. Mullen writes that
he spent Spring semester on
leave from Emory University to
do research at Cambridge University. He is collaborating with a
colleague at the University of
Illinois in editing a manuscript
about Russia in the early reign of
Peter the Great. The manuscript,
by an Austrian military engineer
who was an eyewitness to the
matters he describes, was discovered in a Rumanian archive.
It has recently been announced
by the Board of Directors of
Keystone Custodian Funds, fie,
Boston-based financial management and insurance complex, that
Peter B. Sholley was elected a
senior vice president of the firm.
1951
Robert Warren Miller made a
"grand tour" of the state of
Virginia this spring and is
planning to tour Florida with a
stop at Rollins next winter
season.
Randolph St. George Walker
writes that he is no longer in
banking but has been actively
pursuing the theatre for the past
six months. In December he expects to join "The King and I"
starring Yul Brynner; playing Sir
Edward Ramsey. Currently, he is
playing Henry II in "Lion in
Winter" off Broadway.
In October, Jeannine Romer
Morrison presented the annual Pi
Hippa Lambda Scholarship Fund
recital in the Rogers Room of
ftene Hall at Rollins.
Word comes from "Rusty"
Rounds Budd that after years in
the New York area, they moved
up to Connecticut last summer
when her husband went with one
of his client firms, however, she
still commutes to New York daily
to continue her editorial job at
Scholastic. Rusty writes of a
really "good" reunion with several Rollins alums recently, Penny
Drinkwater, '50 came over from
England (first time since college)
on a lecture tour, she is a food and
wine editor for several magazines, and Marge Colt Kirk, '51
and Ranny Walker, '51 went out
to Rusty's Long Island home to
see her. Last year Rusty was
honored with the 1976 "FiFi"
award for her December '76
Co-ed article, "On the Scent of
the Perfect Fragrance" which the
perfume industry singled out as
the outstanding article on fragrances among all consumer
magazines.
1952
Atlanta Alums take note: John
Reardon, who has performed at
the Metropolitan Opera and has a
distinguished career in the field
of music, will be giving a recital
on Tuesday, February 21st at
Clayton Junior College, Morrow,
Georgia, (just outside of Atlanta).
He will be accompanied by
Joanne Bjjrd Rogers, '51. The
concert is free though tickets will
be issued because of limited
seating. Another alum, Jeannine
Romer Morrison, '51, is a member
of the music faculty at Clayton
College.

1953
Word comes from Alice Berastegui Cochran that she is
teaching algebra at St. Ignatius
Schood in Oxon Hill, Maryland.
Her oldest son is a Junior at
Clemson and the youngest
daughter a freshman at Seton
Hall.
B. James Haywood writes that
he recently returned from a
cruise of the Virgin Islands in a
one man operated 40' Ketck. He
had word from Russ Strugis that
he was touring across country
with 5 children in a bus camper.
Jan McGaw Irwin sends word
that she had a wonderful trip to
Greece and Egypt this past fall.
When she got home she found
Ardie Norcross Aucoin, '52 and
Eleanor Smith Friedman, '52
waiting to surprise her. They had
an enjoyable five day reunion.
1955
Word comes from Lois Schultz
Lagrew that daughter Lisa, is
really enjoying her freshman
year at Rollins.
The United States Tennis
Association has voted Nancy
Corse Reed of Winter Park,
Florida as the nation's top-ranked
singles player among women
over 40.
1956
Suzanne Leclerc Barley writes
that she is very active in
volunteer work. She is President
of Winchester-Thurston Alumnae
Association, her undergraduate
preparatory school, first vicepresident of the Federation of
Girls School Societies, as well as
numerous
other
activities.
Daughter Sally is at Rollins and is
President of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, son Jeffrey is a senior in
high school and daughter Helen is
in Junior High.
1957
Word comes from Marie Saute
Scharfetter that she and family
are back in Pittsburgh where her
husband, Don has joined the
faculty at Carnegie Mellon University as a full professor with
tenure in the Electrical Engineering Department.
1958
George E. Chittenden, Jr.
sends word that he is in his sixth
year as Instructor in architectural and building construction tech-

John Reardon, '52

nology at Valencia Community
College, Orlando. He would love
to see or hear from any classmates coming through this area.
Libby Daggett Robbins, '59
and husband Lee are living in
Casselberry, Florida, where he is
sales-service office manager for
Inland Corporation. Daughter
Katie is a freshman at Rollins.
Dorothy Evelyn Elman writes
that she is president of her own
company which specializes in
market strategies for Latin
American Companies (especially
Brazilian) entering the U.S.A.
market and vice versa. They also
research and advise on financial
joint ventures.
1959
News comes that Nance Swope
Crabb is a member of the
Jacksonville, Florida City Council. She is a past president of
Jacksonville Panhellenic and
served as Phi Mu district collegiate director and district
alumnae director.
Gini Fargo Budworth writes
that she became an Avon Representative in March of '77 and
husband Dennis was made Crew
Chief at Morgan Yacht Corp
about the same time. Daughter,
Valerie, is in her second year at
St. Pete Junior College and son,
Phillip attends Preschool.
1960
Prof. Sarah Lanier Barber has
recently presented a paper,
"Feminizing the Curriculum" at
the founding convention of the
National Women's Studies Association in San Fransisco. She has
also received tenure at La
Guardia Community College part of the City University of
New York.
Dale Ingmanson who is now
Professor of Natural Science at
Grossmont College, participated
in an expedition to the Red Sea
last spring investigating the hot
brines at the bottom. He worked
on the research vessel, Atlantis
II, from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute.
1961
Martha
Fairchild
Shepler
sends word that she has been in
many recent printmaking invitational exhibitions and is currently
President of the faculty of the
Arts and Crafts Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. Martha was named to
The World Who's Who of Women
for 1976 and 1977.
June Worthington Mendell
writes that after a year of free
lance writing she is now doing
advertising for the StandardTimes Newspaper in New Bedford, Massachusetts. She is also
chairperson for the fourth year
for the Mattapoisett Housing
Authority and has been busy
finalizing plans for an elderly
housing project in town.
1962
"Word comes that W. Hugh
Parks has been appointed Vice
President, Tactical Weapons Systems, of the Orlando Division of
Martin Marietta Aerospace.

BIRTHS: To Susan Hazard
Douglass and husband Daryl, a
daughter Jennifer Brandon, November 14,1977.
1964
Word comes from Rocky Sullivan Thomas that she ran in her
first marathon (26.2 miles) and
finished third in her age group.
She also finished second in her
group in the Tangerine Bowl
Mini-marathon. Husband Sam,
'65, has decided to try his "feet"
at racing and ran in the two mile
Tangerine Bowl.
1965
Tom Brightman currently has
three areas of Accountability at
Rockingham National Bank Marketing, Planning and Research. He is also Chairman of the
Marketing Committee of Valley
of Virginia Bankshares, RNB's
parent company.
Emily Klamer Dalsemer, who
is living in Winter Park with
husband Pat and family, was
recently involved in a program
titled Wonders of Chemistry at
the John Young Museum in
Orlando. Emily is a member of
the volunteer staff of the Museum and demonstrated the
effects of liquid nitrogen, a
highlight of the program.
Jeffrey G. Heitz writes that he
is still the weeknight anchorman
for Channel 11 news, in Toledo,
Ohio, and is still receiving No. 1
ratings.
Terri [Maxwell] and John
Swanson, '64, are enjoying being
back in the States after three
exciting years in Germany. Terri
is enjoying being at home with
their 16 month old daughter,
Rebekka. They will be in Gainesville for three years.
Frederic J. Frederic and family
have recently moved to San
Marino, California where he
continues as an owner/operator
of restaurants with McDonalds
Hamburgers.
BIRTHS: To Frederic J.
Frederic and wife, Heidi, a son,
Timothy, July 21,1977.
1966
Dana Cavallero writes that
after teaching at the University
of New Mexico long enough to
afford "four new tires and a down
jacket" she is back to doing what
she enjoys, building furniture and
writing "The Great (Fantasy)
Book"!
Sarah Williams Simmons is
writing and editing the McGrawHill newsletter covering Washington developments in health
planning and health care cost
control.
Linda Waldron Pasinski sends
word from Naples, Italy where
her husband is on the staff of the
Service Force for the U.S. Sixth
Fleet. She is a volunteer with the
American Red Cross and is
presently chairman of Volunteers
for Naples and a Volunteer
Consultant for Italy. They have a
daughter, Elizabeth Lynn who
will be two in January.
Dr. William S. Byers, who is on
the faculty of the University of
Alabama College of Engineering,

has been designated Academic
Adviser for Technology on the
Project Staff at the Institute
National d'Electricitie et d'Electronique in Boumerdes, Algeria.
Dr. Byers will be responsible for
the technology program and for
coordinating the development of
laboratories and facilities.
C.Edward Lawson is working
in Citibank's Government Bond
Department in New York City,
covering Banks International
customers especially foreign central banks. He is also doing some
international traveling. Wife,
Trina has quit her job as Director
of Public Relation with a New
York firm and is doing free lance
writing.
Mrs. Leonard N. James has
recently given a gift in memory of
her husband, Lt. Col. Leonard
Nelson James, MAT '66, completing the sixth Book-A-Year
Memorial.
1967
Priscilla Smith Terry has recently received her Master's
degree in Landscape Architecture with her area of work being
Resource Management in Land
Development. Husband, Tom, is
taking a leave of absence from
Weyerhauser to get his PhD in
soil science at NCSU. They will
be moving to Columbus, Mississippi in December.
Rev. Robert R. Gustafson
writes that his congregation just
finished
building
a
new
$250,000.00 school building at
Grace Christian School in Brandon, Florida.
Linda Zarfoss Elliott sends
word that she is now working for
Avon as well as doing her own
craft work. Husband, John has
been promoted to Personnel
Manager for the Boston Distribution Center for Sears.
Margaret Impert Was recently
a guest lead in an episode of the
Rockford File, popular T.V. show
starring James Garner, which
aired on December 9,1977.
Ira Gordon is working on a
Federal Grant from the USOE to
develop a state master plan for
the Hawaii Dept. of Education to
convert all K-12 courses to using
the metric system. He also is the
Editor and Publisher of "Tennis
in Hawaii", the official annual
publication of the Hawaii Tennis
Association.
Staff Sergeant Mario Alvarez
has graduated from the Tactical
Air Command Noncommissioned
Officer Leadership School at
England AFB, Lousiana. He is
trained in military management
and supervision, and is an air
operations specialist at Howard
AFB, California.
WEDDINGS: Priscilla Smith to
Thomas A. Terry, August, 1977
BIRTHS: To Ira Gordon and wife,
Eleanor, a daughter, Michelle
Kane, July 6, 1977.
To Jean [Preston] and David L.
Thompson, a daughter, Elizabeth
Cary, Septermber 19, 1977.
1968
Carolyn Haas Swiney writes
that they have recently been
transferred from Dubai to Bermuoa where her husband works

in communications. They have
two children, Daniel, age 4V2 and
Lauren, age 1.
Karen Shaud Skoglund and her
husband, Pete, own and operate a
gift shop, Gems and Junk, in
Lakeland, Florida on a yearround basis. They also own a
second shop in Rehoboth Beach,
Delaware which they open during
the summertime. This allows
them to said their Hobie 16-foot
year-round.
Word comes from Randy and
Debbie Waud Moore that Randy
has recently been elected Treasurer of the United Way of Lake
Forest-Lake Bluff, Illinois. Debbie is very active playing tennis.
She and her doubles partner
were semi-finalists in the Women's Western Closed Tournament which encompassed five
states. She is also Captain-Elect
of the Lake Bluff Women's "A"
team.
Mike Nouri, where are you??
Last seen in several T.V. appearances during December '77, and
is believed to be in the daily
"soap" Search for Tomorrow. We
would sure like your current
address!
David N. King and family have
recently moved to Aiken, South
Carolina where he is setting up
his own real estate company.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred W. Hicks
have recently assisted in establishing the first Book-A-Year
Memorial and began a second in
memory of Mrs. Dorothea
Thomas Lynch, former Rollins
College staff member.
1969
Captain Angus M. McKinnon
has received the U.S. Air Force
Commendation Medal at Seymour Johnson AFB, North Carolina.
Catherine Park Chester is
presently studying Architecture
at the University of Miami and
expects to graduate in '79. Within
the past two years she has
received licenses as a Mortgage
Broker, Real Estate Salesman,
and General Contractor.
Russell H. Calamia writes that
he is presently employed as a
Patrol Sergeant with the Orange
County Sheriffs Department in
Orlando, and is working parttime as an Assistant Instructor at
Valencia Community College
teaching Criminal Investigation
courses.
1970
Dr. Billy L. Havron has transferred to Oxnard, California with
Computer Sciences Corporation
as a Section Manager. He was
previously based in Washington,
D.C.
Calvin E. Seadeek has been
promoted to Mortgage Serviceing Officer in charge of collections
for the Winter Park Federal
Savings and Loan Association.
He went to work for the
company in 1965 as a teller in the
Savings Department, served as
Bookkeeper and then as a Staff
Real Estate Appraiser, and has
been in the Mortgage Servicing
Department since 1974.

Word comes from Emory H.
Jennings that he is attending
Florida Atlantic University, Boca
Raton, in the Ed.D. program. He
expects to graduate in '79.

1971
Susan Duetsch Endicott writes
that she has remarried. She is
now Mrs. Samuel C. Endicott and
they are expecting their first
child this year. Her husband is a
Captain in the Army Corps of
Engineers stationed at Fort
Knox. Susan is in her sixth year
of teaching 8th grade in the local
school system and is now Department Chairperson.
Jeffrey Stuart Collier is currently National Sales Manager
for James David, Inc., domestic
and international manufacturers
of contemporary living and dining
room furniture.
Walter and Janice Gunter ('69)
Shepherd are now stationed in
Alaska where he is an orthodontist in the Air Force at Eielson
AFB. Walter graduated from the
University of North Carolina
School of Orthodontics in July
'77. They have two children,
Jenny and Michael.
Marie Jamison Beckett received the "Distinguished Teacher's Award" from the Florida
Adult Education Association in
May of 1977.

John Tremaine, '70

Specified Products, Inc. has
recently announced the appointment of John Tremaine as
regional Vice President of a
newly formed Eastern Regional
Office in Atlanta. The company is
a Milwaukee-based manufacturer
of indirect lighting systems.
Robin Leech returned to campus for a reunion of former
soccer players on the weekend of
October 28-30th.
Seth Feigengaum was recently
named Research Associate in
Clinical Epidemiology at the
University of Tennessee Center
for Health Sciences. He also
recently presented a paper at the
XIV International Congress of
Rheumatology in San Francisco.
Clifton A. Livingston is now
Secretary and General Counsel
for Hy-Gain Electronics Corporation of Lincoln, Nebraska. He
received his Juris Doctorate from
the University of Nebraska.
Formerly a Special Agent with
the F.B.I., he also served as
Deputy County Attorney for
Lancaster County, Nebraska
prior to going into corporate law.
Ken Girkey has been promoted
to Manager, Ordinance Services
for Pan American World Airways
in Cocoa Beach, Florida.
Norman S. and Anne Jackaway
Gerstein are living in Miami
where Norman is an Assistant
Public Defender in Dade County
and intends to run for the Florida
Legislature in 1978. Anne is the
Registrar of Bauder Fashion
College in Miami.
Mick Andrews is back in
Orlando actively pursuing his
new career as a tennis pro, after
spending the summer teaching
tennis in Pennsylvania. According to Mick the Channel 2
newsroom never looked as good
as the Rollins tennis court.
Ira T. Youngblood, Jr. writes
that he became a grandfather for
the first time this past summer.
Daughter Lorri gave birth to a
son on July 2.
Linda Hamilton Bennett and
family have moved to Lake
Jackson, Texas since husband,
Ric, graduated from the University of Houston in May.
WEDDINGS: Norman S. Gerstein to Anne Jackaway, '72, on
October 1, 1977.

I

Mary Lou Gilbert Reiniger
writes of a unique event that will
take place in New York in March.
Anita Thomas '71, artistic director of the Theatre of the
Riverside Church, is producing a
new play, THE HEALERS by
Ava Jacobs. It will be directed by
Scott H. Reiniger, '71 and the
entire staff is Rollins Alums. If
anyone would like more information regarding dates, donations,
tickets, etc. you can get in touch
with Mary Lou by writing The
Theatre of the Riverside Church,
120th Street and Riverside
Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027, or
call (212) 864-2929, and mention
you are an alum!
David F. Fittante has started
as an intern in Psychology and
hopes to finish his doctorate next
year. Dave was married this past
June.
WEDDINGS: Deboral Fierman
to Paul Barrett, October 1976.
Jeffrey Stuart Collier to Linda
Hearsh, September 4, 1977.
BIRTHS: To Mark and Bette
Harwood Freidinger, a son, Brian
James, December 1, 1977.
To Roni Lynn Caruso Cina and
husband Anthony, a daughter,
Cheryl Lynn, December 16,1877.
1972
Holly Rogers Loomis was recently promoted to the management position of Communications
Consultant in the Marketing
Department of Winter Park
Telephone Company.
News comes from Lynn
Schweitzer Fischer concerning
several Rollins alums, Taylor
Metcalfe was elected to the
Wyoming, Ohio City Council,
Sally S. Coith, '71 is an interior
designer for Mark Kidde Associates of Cincinnati, and Kitty
Hawley, '70 has recently moved
to Cincinnati and is working for a
law firm.
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Robert M. Malis was recently
employed
by
PRESEARCH
INC. of Arlington, Virginia as a
Research Analyst, effective October 1977. He is currently under
contract to the Research &
Analysis
Office,
CINCPAC
Camp Smith, Hawaii. He has also
been accepted to the Ph.D.
program in Economics at the
University of Hawaii.
Gloria Gordon Huber who is a
Management Consultant, has
been working on a year long
study of the cost of utilization
review in hospitals. She is living
in Columbia, Maryland.
Judith Sullivan NorveU writes
that she and husband have
bought an older house and are
"re-doing" it with the assistance
of Marg Laird.
Meritorious service as an Assistant Administrator and Medical Resources Management Officer at Zweibrucken Air Base,
Germany, has earned the second
award of the U.S. Air Force
Commendation Medal for Captain
John J. Pelkowski.

Dan Thorn, '72

S.D. Dan Thorn has recently
been elected to the position of
sales representative of the Flexsteel Industries, Inc., Texas
Territory. Flexsteel Industries,
Inc. is a nationally known manufacturer of upholstered furnitui'e.
BIRTHS: To Lynn Schweitzer
Fischer and husband Steven, a
son, Peter Edmund, September
29, 1977.
To Lyn Stewart Simensen and
husband, John, a daughter, Alison Dana, September 19, 1977.
1973
Sam and Leslie Bearce, '73,
Crosby are now living in Winter
Haven, Florida where Sam is
Assistant Public Defender for the
10th Judicial Circuit in Bartow.
William A. Bonn writes that he
is practicing law with a Century
City (West Los Angeles) firm
which specializes in commercial
law.
Jill Pelaez sends work that she
is doing free-lance writing, working on a fiction project, Floridahistorical, as well as on some
plays. Jill taught creative writing
this past summer in the Rollins
Summer Academy.
Tim Williams and wife, Elizabeth, are living in Deerfield
Beach, Florida where he commutes to Miami, working as an
Account Executive for WINZ
radio. Several Rollins alums
attended the wedding in September when Tim and Elizabeth were
married. Those present were
Clint Gilbert, Sigiord Hersloff
and Bob England.

WEDDINGS: Timothy Ames
Williams to Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, September 10, 1977.
BIRTHS: To Ronald M. and Mary
Ann Geiger, '74, Soldo, a son,
Matthew Anthony, on March 19,
1977.
1974
Word comes from Melanie M.
Bateman that she is Senior
Financial Analyst with Zenith,
Inc. in Matamoros, Mexico. Sister, Andrea R. Bateman is now
Assistant State Attorney for
Florida in Bartow.
Adis Vila is in Orlando taking a
quarter off to clerk with the law
firm Akerman, Senterfitt and
Eidson. This past summer she
spent in Mexico attending the
Escuela Libre De Derecho, a law
school in Mexico City. The
afternoons were spent working at
a law firm researching questions
of private international law.
C. David and Mary Gleason
Watson, Jr. have left San Francisco for Los Angeles where they
are continuing to pursue careers
in show business. Mary is enrolled in the Fashion Institute of
Design and Merchandising, hoping to get work in a studio doing
costume work when she graduates in August '78. Dave is
working with a small but "growing" firm which rents props to
T.V. and movie productions.
Patti Lindsey received a doctorate in Pharmacy from the
University of Tennessee Center
for the Health Sciences in Memphis on December 10. She began
a clinical pharmacy residency in
Ambulatory Care in January and
also will be working with the
University of Tennessee's Radiopharmacy and the Department of
Nuclear Medicine.
BIRTHS: To Mary Joy Sandstrom d'Avirno and husband,
John, a daughter Lisa Joy on
September 27, 1977.
1975
Craig K. Mello sends word that
he is currently working in
Bermuda as an Underwriter for
International Risk Management
Limited, part of the American
Risk Management Group. He is
also enrolling in insurance
courses with the American Institute for Property and Liability,
Inc.
Christelle Harrod will complete
her two-year Peace Corps assignment with the close of the
Malaysian school year this
month. When she leaves Malaysia
she plans to travel in Germany to
visit relatives and practice the
language she studied for three
years in college. As for the
future, she is undecided between
chemistry lab work and a job that
would utilize her language skills.
Kathryn A. Schumacher writes
that she has left Clinton E. Frank
Advertising as a media buyer and
has joined CBS Television, Chicago, as Manager of Sales Research
and Promotion.
A reunion of X Clubbers was
held in August at the home of
David Boone in New York. The
following classmates were present: Bob Coons, John Bennett

and wife, Lynn Andres, John
Lawmen, John Ourisman, Joel
Porestsky, Cliff Wilson, Neil
Christy, '74, Elliot Sheftel, '76,
Mike Fabrizio, 76, John Seavy,
'76, Bob and Lee Morris, ('74)
Birdsong and Ivan Harlow, 74.
Blair and Liz Potter Neller are
now living in Houston, Texas
where he has accepted a position
as a stockbroker with Blyth
Eastman Dillon & Co. Liz is
working as a travel agent at
Tiger Travel in Houston and is
Director of the Houston Ski Club.
Word comes from John L. ('76)
and Lucy Gail Pulling Finch that
they are now living in High
Pointe, N.C. where John has his
own business dealing in fine audio
equipment. Last year Lucy
worked in a law office in
Gainesville, Florida and will
eventually continue in law.
Kitty Wingard Horton writes
that beginning in June of 1978
she and husband, Hal, who is a
consultant for Holiday Inns, will
be on temporary assignment for a
year in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Jeff Storer visited the campus
in December. He is still teaching
"Creativity In The Classroom" in
grade school, middle school, high
school, college and university
levels. This February he will be
appearing in a two person
musical review, HOT & COLE
featuring all Cole Porter tunes
and will be directing a musical
production in March, both to be
presented at the Colonial House,
Hesston, Kansas, a local supper
club.
Ed Danowitz completed his
Masters Degree in Public Administration in the Spring of '77 and
is now employed by the Office of
Student Affairs, Residential Life
Programs at Penn State University.
WEDDINGS: Blair D. NeBer, '74
to Elizabeth Potter, December
18, 1976.
John L. Finch, '76 to Lucy Gail
Pulling, October 8, 1977.
Martha
Kathleen
"Kitty"
Wingard to Harold Horton.
Eileen Pamela Craddock to Lt.
David Alan Schneegas, Jan. 7,
1977.
BIRTHS: To Michael J. and
Terry Truscott Ebner, a daughter, November 11, 1977.
1976
Jane A. [Pinkie] Hutcheson is
now attending Ringling School of
Art in Sarasota, Florida and
majoring in Graphic/Commercial
Design.
Sally Kay Albrecht received
her Master of Arts in Drama
from the University of Miami in
May and now has a graduate
assistantship in choral conducting. She also directs the Singing
Hurricanes, popular "pop" group.
She is working towards a Masters in Music Education at the
present time.
Bill L. Drennen retired from
the Air Force after obtaining his
M.Ed, from Rollins. He is now
teaching Social Studies in
Fayette County, West Virginia
and working on a Certificate of
Advance Study with West Virginia College of Graduate
Studies.

Christy Wuertenbaecher sends
word that she is a free-lance
photographer in St. Louis,
Missouri.
M.J. Jim Rafferty has been
named Coordinator of Sales Manager Development at Monroe,
The Calculator Company. He will
be moving from Orlando to the
company's home office in Morris
Plains, N.J.

Jim Rafferty, '76

June Berkmeyer has been
named Orlando's Outstanding
Woman of the Year for 1977 in
Business. She received accredidation as a Certified Association
Executive from the American
Society of Association Executives
in August of 1977.
Early in December, Hollis
Stacy and partner, Jerry Pate,
combined talents to win the
Mixed Team Golf Championship
held in Largo, Florida.
Bruce Howland writes that he
played pro basketball in Spain
after graduation for a year. He
then went on a basketball tour
with Gary Parsons and nine other
Americans and traveled to eight
countries in Europe, playing
games along the way for two
months. Next plans are to play
pro basketball in Portugal from
December to May.
WEDDINGS: Patricia Desisto to
Thomas Anderson, August 13,
1977.
Jarome Watson writes that he
has been continuing his education
and has recently completed two
courses, the first administered to
Department of Defense Personnel associated with defense
procurement management. The
second course was Instructional
Systems Development, offered
by Dr. Mager at Hampton,
Virginia, for Department of
Defense educational managers.
Jack Beal visited the campus
during the Christmas holidays.
He is working on his M.A. in Vet.
Science at the University of
Gainesville, hoping to get into
Veterinary Medicine next year.
Walter J. Bachelor, Sr. sends
word that he will be graduating
for the Master of Science, Criminal Justice Program at Rollins
this coming May. His daughter,
Janet, will be receiving her B.S.
in Social Science on the same day.
1977
Cherie Austerberry, who is an
accountant for the Chevrolet
Division of General Motors Corporation in Michigan, writes that
she is engaged to Jim Yetter and
they plan to be married in

September of 1978. Jim is studying towards his Master of Business Administration at Michigan
State University.
Sgt. Frank Culbreath, Jr. who
is an Equal Opportunity Treatment Counselor at Edwards
AFB, California, will finish eight
weeks of technical training in his
field, in December at Lackland
AFB, Texas. He then plans to
apply for Officer Candidate
School
Master Sergeant William J.
Saylor has graduated with honors
from the Air Force Systems
Command Noncommissioned Officer Academy at Kirtland, AFB,
New Mexico.
Enrico F. Sessarego is attending the American Graduate
School of International Management, Thunderbird Campus,
Glendale, Arizona.
Richard Lloyd has been
granted a graduate assistantship
to Purdue University working in
the theater. Among his many
responsibilities is to act as liaison
between all scene designers and
the techican director, making
sure the design is consistent with
time, manpower and budget and
knowing the status of all shows
on a day to day basis.
Cathy Pixley writes that she
has been living in Houston,
Texas, since school was out and is
working for the General Business
section of Vinson & Elkins,
Attorneys at Law.
WEDDINGS: Lilia Mercedes
Mancera to Robert Jones, August
31, 1977.
Clarence E. Gaston has joined
the ranks of the beginning
marathon runners. He recently
competed in the Melbourne MiniMarathon and placed 7th in his
age group (41-49), then entered
the Tangerine Bowl Road Run in
Orlando.
1978
Thirty-six years after having
dropped out of school in the 11th
grade, Eugene Daoust, Winter
Springs resident, completed requirements for graduation from
Rollins with a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Business Administration and Economics. Daoust
isn't through yet though; he
intends to work towards his
Master's Degree in Management
next. He expects that will only
take about four years.
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Charles Willis Allen, Jr., '37
October, 22,1977
Marilyn Martin Manley, '52 .
September 1976
Edward Thompson Munnell, '68
September, 2,1977
Dr. Bertha Jennings, '35
December 11,1977
Dr. Frank Shelton Scott, '50
December 13,1977
Florence Anne Duncan, '10
Date not available,
notified December, 1977
Jeanne Carter Ford, '33
Date not available,
notified December, 1977
Henry Grear Beam, Jr., '45
May, 1977
Betty Lamb Beam, '43
September, 1977

Paul Douglas Gallaher, '74
December 12,1977
Louise Briggs Sprott, '32
March 16,1977
Amy Boyd Hailey
July 29,1977
Marion Joseph Lane, '66
Date not available,
notified December, 1977
Virginia Baraznell King, '38
Date not available,
notified December, 1977
William Clifford Ford, Jr.
Date not available,
notified December, 1977
Pauline Phelps Williamson, '26
May, 1977

John D. Scott, '25
July 5, 1977

George E. l.arsen

New Library or Renovation?
George E. Larsen, Director of Libraries
The 1969-70 Annual Report of
the Librarian cited the urgent
requirement for additional space,
and this was reiterated in a
March 1971 memorandum which
proposed a tentative concept. In
March 1972 President Critchfield
announced that the Trustees had
approved a new wing for the
Library, and he stated that it
should be ready for occupancy in
September 1972. Since that time
(approximately five and a half
years ago) strenuous efforts to
raise the funds have not been
successful.
In December 1975 Dr. Dwight
Ling, the Provost, sent a memo to
the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees outlining 3
possible solutions and stating
that a new library is the only
solution that will solve the
problems.
Subsequent to approval by the
Library
Subcommittee
in
January, and the Academic Objectives Committee in February,
the College Senate passed the
following resolution on February
23, 1976:

Mills Memorial Library

"Whereas, the Bush and
Crummer Libraries are rapidly
approaching an overcrowded condition for book storage and the
Mills Memorial Library already is
badly overcrowded, and
Whereas, strenuous efforts by
the administration to raise funds
for the new wing for the last
several years have been unsuccessful, and since it is probable
that an adequate amount of
money for a new building may be
more readily obtained than a
lesser amount for an addition,
and
Whereas, the addition of a new
wing to the Mills Memorial
Library would solve the problem
of additional book capacity but
would not overcome the lack of
physical
attractiveness
and
aesthetic appeal of the main
library, the undesirable spatial
arrangements such as not having
seating integrated with book
location, and the completely
inadequate heating and cooling
system which is responsible for
physical discomfort of patrons
and staff and a major problem of
mildewing occurring on books
during the humid periods of the
year, and
Whereas, the present structure is completely inadequate and
unsuitable for the clearly evident
trend toward audio-visual and
other non-book materials, and
Whereas, a MAJOR renovation
would require the library to be
out of action for a great many
months, and
Whereas, the money to be
expended on a new wing and
MINOR renovation of the present
Mills Library would be more
wisely spent for a new library,
therefore be it
RESOLVED THAT IT IS
THE SENSE OF THE College
Senate that the College should
proceed to plan for and construct

a new library as a matter of the
highest priority."
The Director of Libraries distributed a "Preliminary Statement for the Architect" to 24
faculty members on March 11,
1976 and a revised version, dated
September 30, 1976, was given
wide distribution (to all department heads and all members of
the Board of Trustees).
On August 6, 1976 President
Critchfield announced a tentative
decision to plan for a new library
in the area of Pinehurst and the
old Art Building (since demolished). Upon completion of the
new library, it was intended that
the old library would be converted into a badly-needed classroom facility.
During the spring of 1977 Dr.
G. A. Harrer,
Director
of
Libraries at the University of
Florida, studied the question, and
his report of June 27 recommended a major renovation,
rather than a new building. Dr.
Dwight Ling, Provost, George
Larsen, Director of Libraries,
and others, disagree with this
solution. They believe the College's best interests would be
served by building a new library,
for the reasons given in the
resolution passed by the College
Senate in February 1976.
A joint trustee and faculty
library committee has been appointed to recommend a new
building or the renovation of the
present structure. The Trustees
are Mr. John Tiedtke, Mr. J.
Walter Tucker, and Mrs. Marilyn
Mennello. The faculty members
are Dr. Wayne Hale, Dr. Patricia
Lancaster, Mr. George Larsen,
Dr. Dwight Ling, and Dr. Alan
Nordstrom. Four meetings have
been held, and it is hoped that the
committee will submit its report
by the end of January, so that the
Board of Trustees can make a
final decision.

Hall of Fame
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By William R. Gordon, '51
The Sports Hall of Fame
Committee announced the selection of Ten Rollins sports greats
to be recognized at Reunion 78
the weekend of March 10, 11, 12.
Inductees represent the sports of
baseball, basketball, football,
crew, tennis, golf and coaching.
The honorees will be introduced to the reunion goers at the
Athletic breakfast on Saturday,
March 11th with the Hall of Fame
trophy being presented at the
Reunion
banquet
Saturday
evening.

The Sports Hall of Fame will
receive the following alumni for
1978:
Peggy Kirk Bell 43, Golf;
Melvin Clanton, '41, Football,
Crew; N. Norman Copeland, '50,
Tennis
Coach;
Frank
0.
Grundler, '42, Football; Harry
Hancock, '50, Football, Baseball;
Robert N. MacHardy, '55, Baseball, Basketball; Nancy Corse
Reed, '55, Tennis; Kenneth L.
Salmon, '63, Baseball; Nicholas G.
Vancho, '56, Baseball; Richard B.
Washington, '35, Football.

"Old Grads.. andJ. V.S. Battle

Soccer Players Have Reunion
Coach Dr. Gordie Howell put
out the call early this Fall for
former soccer players to return
to the Rollins campus for a
weekend of fellowship.
Among those returning to
campus for a Wine and Cheese
Party on Friday, October 28, a
soccer match with the J.V. on
Saturday, October 29, followed
by a Barbeque hosted by the
Alumni Association were:
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Fischer
(Cynthia Buttner 76); Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Selton (Pam Lippoldt
72); Mr. and Mrs. John Boss

(Joyce Leitch 73); Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Birdsong (Lee Morris 74)
Mr. and Mrs. John Webbert;
Robin Leech; George Yarnall;
Bruce Barnhill; George Whipple,
Duke Marsh; Mike Fogle; John
Noelker; Skip Yakopec; Steven
Peet; David Welsh; and Larry
Hauser.
The "old" grads booted the ball
well and slapped a 3-0 defeat on
the J.Vers. Coach Howell and
Alumni Director, Bill Gordon are
working on plans for another
soccer reunion next year.

"Alum " teammates

Rollins Players Na med to All South Team
Courtesy of Roll) ns Public Relations Dept.

Rollins College soccer stars
Tommy Meyer, Andy Leeker and
Steve Larsen have been named to
the 1977 All-South Soccer Team
as announced by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America recently.
The trio was also recently
selected for the All-State Intercollegiate squad.

Meyer, Leeker and Larsen are
all products of St. Louis University High School where they
performed under veteran booter
coach Ebbie Dunn. Meyer and
Leeker, now in their third year at
Rollins, were also named to the
All-South Team in 1976. Larsen is
a sophomore.

Tom Meyer and Chris Domijon make presentation to Mrs. Steinmeir

Soccer Players
Honor Former Trainer
Courtesy of Roll ns Public Relations Dept.

In their final regular season
match of the 1977 season, the
Rollins soccer team hosted East
Stroudsburg State College on
Tuesday (Nov. 15) on the Rollins
campus.
The match was dedicated to
former Rollins Athletic Trainer
Buster Steinmeier. Steinmeier
died unexpectedly last June
following a short illness.

"Buster was a fri> nd to everyone," said Rollins hi ad coach Dr.
Gordie Howell. "Hs smile and
gracious manner will always be
missed. He was always involved
in all areas of Rdlins athletics
and it is to him that we dedicate
this game Tuesday."
Mrs. Steinmeier received a
plaque in honor of Buster prior to
the match.

Tommy Meyer, Steve Larsen and Andy Leeker
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Classified Clips
DO YOU NEED AN INCOME YOU CAN DEPEND ON FOR LIFE?

NOMINATION FORM

I nominate the following alumni for the award indicated:
AWARD (Circle)

Alumni Service Award

Distinguished Alumnus Medal

Name of person nominated:
(If female, give maiden name also)
Address:
Zip

State

City
Business Affiliation:
Education:
Years attended Rollins:

You can receive a guaranteed income for life as long as you live
through a Rollins College Gift Annuity. Gift Annuities have been
helping support charitable organizations for over 100 years. The
Rollins College Gift Annuity can offer you that same opportunity
today.
Besides guaranteed income for life there are other advantages as
listed below.
1. You can get a current income tax deduction for the year the gift
is made.
2. A large percentage of your annual payments are tax free.
3. You do not have investment worries.
4. With a joint gift annuity, payment continues to the survivor for
life.
5. You can have an important part in the mission of Rollins College.
Clip and mail today to:
Dr. Walter L. Thomas
Director of Planned Giving
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789

Other colleges attended and degrees:

Nomination Statement:

Please mail me information on Gift Annuities. I am interested in:
(
) One-Life Gift Annuity
(
)Deferred Annuity
(
) Two-Life Gift Annuity
Date of Birth

Name:
Address:
City

Date

Signature (Please print)

Zip

State

MOVING?
If you are moving, please give us advance notice, so that the Rollins
College Magazine can follow you to keep you posted on College
happenings.
Just drop this coupon into an envelope and mail to:
Rollins College Alumni Association
P. O. Box 2736
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789

CLASS NEWS
We often forget that our Rollins friends and classmates are interested in
knowing "how things are going" with a fellow classmate. We ask that you
use this coupon for telling your friends - "How things are with you."
Name

Class

Address
(FIRST|

(MAIDEN)

(LAST)

/
HUSBAND'S NAME OR INITIALS

TELEPHONE

Occupation

Telephone _

Business

NEW STREET ADDRESS

Other news
ZIP CODE

OLD CITV , STATE, ZIP

EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW ADDRESS

/
OCCUPATION

BUSINESS TELEPHONE

NAME OF EMPLOYER

Postal regulations require us to pay 25 cents for every copy not deliverable as addressed. Please notify us in advance. We can process
more quickly and save the College money on returned mail. Than!

Fill me out and mail me to:

Class Notes

Alumni House, Box 2736
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
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Guess Who?
This is a personality from your
past at Rollins! Someone who
came into frequent contact with
the student body. Dig into your
memories...can you identify this
person?
The first Alum with the correct
answer and the earliest postmark
will be awarded a pair of Rollins
Coffee Mugs. Wipe the dust from
your Tomokans and send your
guess to:
Personality Picture
Alumni House
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
P.S. Faculty and staff of Rollins
College are not eligible. One set
of mugs per family, please.

Changed your address?
When your copy of The Record cannot be delivered
to you by the Post Office because you have changed
your address, a notice of this fact with your new
address is sent to the Alumni House. The cost of
receiving these addresses is 25 cents.
You can help us save this money by sending us your
change of address. Please fill out the Moving Form on
the back page. Thank you.

